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COLLEGE CALENDAR
1917-1918-FIRST SEMESTER
Sept.19-Wednesday ..... Registration of new students, Ascension
Hall, 2 P. M. College opens with
Evening Prayer at 5.
Oct. 2-Tuesday ....... Bexley Hall opens with Evening Prayer
at 5.
Nov. 1- Thursday .. .... All Saints' Day. Founders' Day.
Nov. 26-28-Mon-Wed•.. . Mid-Semester examinations for new
students.
Nov. 29-Dec. 2-Thur.-Sun .. Thanksgiving Recess.
Dec. 19-Wednesday ..... Christmas Recess begins.
Jan. 2-Wednesday ..... College opens with Morning Prayer at
7:45.
Jan. 30-Wednesday ..... Semester examinations begin.
Feb. 4- Monday ....... First semester ends.
SECOND SEMESTER
Feb. 8-Friday .•....•.. Second semester begins with Mornini
Prayer at 7:45.
Feb. 13-Wednesday ••.. Ash Wednesday.
Mar. 28-Thursday ...... Easter Recess begins.
April 4- Thursday ...... College opens with Morning Prayer at
7:45.
May 9-Thursday ...... Ascension Day.
June 10-Monday •••.... Semester Examinations begin.
June 17-Monday ....... Ninetieth Commencement.
1918-1919- FIRST SEMESTER
Sept. 18-Wednesday ..... Registration of new students, Ascension
Hall, 2 P. M. College opens with
Evening Prayer at 5.
Sept. 24-Tuesday ..•.... Bexley Hall opens with Evening Prayer
at 5.
Nov. 1-Friday ........ All Saints' Day. Founders' Day.
ov. 25-27-Mon.-Wed .•.. Mid-Semester examinations for new
students.
1
ov.28-Dec.2-Thur.-Sun. Thanksgiving Recess.
Dec. 20-Friday ........ Christmas Recess begins.
Jan. 3-Friday ........ College opens with Morning Prayer at
7:45.
Jan. 29-Wednesday ....• Semester examinations begin.
Feb. 3-Monday ....... First semester ends.

KENYON COLLEGE

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF KENYON COLLEGE
UNDER NEW CONSITUTION
EX-OFFICIO
THE RT. REV. BOYD VINCENT, D.D.,
Bishop of Southern Ohio
Pr sid nt for the Year
THE RT. REV. WILLIAM A. LEONARD, D.D.,
Bishop of Ohio
THE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE, L.H.D., D.D.,
Pr sident of Kenyon College

LECTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, UNDER
ARTICLE IV
TERM EXPIRE
MR. WILLI
COOPER PRO TER, Glendale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .191
JUD E U. L. MARVIN, LL.D., Cleveland ................. · .191
THE REV. . L. FRAZER, Youngstown ..................... 1919
FRANCIS T. A. JUNKIN, LL.D., Chicago, Ill ................ 1919
D VID Z. NORTON, A.M., Cleveland ....................... 1920
MR. CHARLES B. RAYMOND, Akron ........................ 1920
THE RT. REV. FRANK DUMOULIN, D.D., Toledo ......... · .1921
FLORIEN GI UQUE, LL.D., Cincinnati. ..................... 1921
MR. RALPH T. KING, Cleveland .......................... 1921
IR. WILLI
G. MATHER, Cleveland ...................... 1922
THE RT. REV. THEODORE I. REESE, D.D., Columbus ....... 1922
THE HON. LBERT DOUGLAS, LL.D., Washington, D. c ...... 1923
S UEL MATHER, LL.D., Cleveland . ..... .................. 1923
THE REV. ARTHUR DUMPER, Dayton ...................... 1923
R. D. B. KmK, Mt. Vernon .... ...... ..... .. ............ 1923

ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI UNDER ARTICLE V
TER EXPIR
THE REV. J
TOWNSEND RUSSELL, Brooklyn, N. Y ...... 191
ALo zo .
YDER, ESQ., Cleveland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 191
J
H. DEMP EY, LL.D., Cleveland ................... · .1919
THE REV. ROBERT L. HARRIS, Toledo .. . .................. 1919
T
Ho.· T. P. LI , LL.D., Columbus ................ · .1920
DR FR
I
. BLAKE, Gambier ........................ · . 1920
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UNDER OLD CONSITUTION

UNDER ARTICLE IX

TER i · PrRE
THE RT. REV. JOHN HAZEN WHITE, D.D., Bishop of Michi an
City ............................................. ·... 191
THE RT. REV. LEWIS w. BURTON, D.D., Bishop or xington .. 191
THE RT. REV. THEODORE N. MORRISON, D.D., Bishop of Iowa .. 1 1
THE RT. REV. CHARLES P. ANDERSON, D.D., Bishop of Chicago . 191
THE RT. REV. WILLIAM L. GRAVATT, D.D., Bishop of Coadjutor
of West Virginia . . . . . . . . ............................. 191
THE RT. REV. CHARLES D. WILLIAMS, D.D., Bishop of Michigan ................................................ 191
THE RT. REV. JOHN N. McCORMICK, D.D., Bishop of W t rn
Michigan ................................... .. ....... 1918

SECRETARY
DR. F. W. BLAKE, Gambier
TREASURER
Trust Dept., The Guardian Savings and
Trust Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Assistant Treasurer: in charge of Gambier office,P. H. TAYLOR
CONSUL TING ARCHITECT
CHARLES F. SCHWEINFURTH, Cleveland
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES
ELECTED UNDER THE CONSITUTION
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TRUSTEES' COMMITTEES

SPECIAL COMMITTEES
BEXLEY HALL FUND
PRESIDENT PEIRCE

THE
THE
THE

BISHOP OF Omo
BISHOP OF SOUTHERN Omo
BISHOP COADJUTOR OF SOUTHERN

THE REV. MR. RUSSELL
MR. DE
EY
MR. NORTON
OHIO

COMMITTEE ON COLLEGE ENDOWMENT
PRESIDENT PEIRCE
BISHOP LEONARD
BISHOP VINCENT

MR.

JUNKIN

MR. WM. G.

MATHER

MR. DE
EY
MR. RAY OND
MR. GIAUQU
MR. DOUGLAS
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FACULTY
THE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE, M.A., (Amherst),
L.H.D. (Hobart), D.D. (Western Reserve,
University of the South),
PRESIDENT
SPENCER AND WOLFE PROFESSOR OF MENTAL AND MORAL
PHILOSOPHY

HENRY TITUS WEST, M.A. (Oberlin),
PROFESSOR OF GERMAN

B RKER NEWHALL, M.A. (Haverford), PH.D.
(Johns Hopkins),
REGISTRAR
PROFESSOR OF GREEK

THE REV. GEORGE FRANKLIN SMYTHE, M.A. (W ten
Reserve), D.D. (Kenyon),
PROFESSOR OF THE BIBLE

WILLI M PETERS REEVES, B.A., PH.D. (Johns Hopkins),
SECRETARY
MCILVAINE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

LEE BARKER WALTON, M.A. (Brown), PH.D. (Cornell),
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY

RICHARD CLARKE MANNING, B.A., PH.D., (Harvard),
BENSON MEMORIAL PROFESSOR OF LATIN

REGI ALD BRYANT ALLEN, M.S. (Rutgers),
Pa.D. (Clark),
PEABODY PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL ENG

.G
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THE REV. GEORGE FRANCIS WEIDA, B.S. (Kansas),
PH.D. (Johns Hopkins),
BOWLER PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
ELBE HERBERT JOHNSON, B.A., M.A. (Olivet),
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
RAYMOND DU BOIS CAHALL, PH.B. (Kenyon),
PH.D. (Columbia),
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
PAUL HERBERT LARWILL, PH.B. (Louvain),
B.A. (Princeton),
SAMUEL MATHER PROFESSOR OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES

··· ·· ···· ··· .............................. .... .. .. .... .. ... .
CHAPLAIN
CHARLES LACY LOCKERT, JR., B.A., M.A. (Southwestern
Presbyterian Univ.), PH.D. (Princeton),
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
THE REV. HUGO PAUL JOSEPH SELINGER, M.A. (Munich),
PH.D. (Heidelberg),
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY ON EDWIN M. STANTON
FOUNDATION
!AJOR HARRY PARKER WARD, M.A. (Marietta), N. G. Ohio,
COMMANDANT, DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY TRAINING
MRS. ELLEN DOUGLAS DEVOL
Librarian
AARON BURT CHAMPION ROWE
Assistant at the Chemical Laboratory
PAUL F. SEIBOLD
Assistant at the Physical Laboratory
WARREN H. CATT
Assistant to Professor of Mathematics
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
Athletics
PROFESSOR REEVES
PROFE
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ORGANIZATION
The institution now known as Kenyon College wa
incorporated December 29, 1824, under the title of "Th
Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal hur h
in the Diocese of Ohio." By a supplementary act of th
Legi lature, the president and professors of the seminary
were empowered to act as the faculty of the college and
confer degrees in the arts and sciences.
The original funds for the institution were secur d in
England in 1823-24 by the Right Rev. Philander has ,
first Bishop of the Episcopal Church in the N orthw t
territory, two of the principal donors being Lord enyon
and Lord Gambier. The first students were rec iv d at
the Bishop's house in Worthington, Ohio, in 1824, and
the first constitution was approved by the Convention of
the Diocese of Ohio on November 27 of the same year.
In 1 26, two quarter sections of the United States military
!ands were secured in Knox County. Building was begun
m the following year. The first degrees were conferred
under date of September 9, 1829.
In 1891 the corporate title was changed to Kenyon
College, the name by which the institution had always
bee~ known. The Bishops of Ohio and Southern Ohio
preside over the Board of Trustees in alternate years.

SITE
Gambier, the seat of Kenyon College, is a village of
about five hundred inhabitants, on the Cleveland, Akron
and Columbus Railroad a little east of the center of the
tate of Ohio, fifty mile~ from Columbus, five mile from
~fount Vernon and one hundred and twenty miles from
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leveland. The altitude is nearly eleven hundr d f
the site was cho en by ishop hase after car ful in i·
gation, for natural beauty and healthfuln of clima .
Th plat au on which the College and village ar ituat
ris about two hundred feet above the vall y of h
oko ing river, which flows around it on thr id .

GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
The ori inal domain of the oll ge compri four
thou nd acr s being a quarter ownship of the nit
at
Military R ervation of 1795 in
n ral and
a t rn hio. Of this domain the olleg still hold a u
hr hundr d and fifty acre including veral tra of
w odland. The Ohio
partment of For try h
r ntly undertaken to develop th e for t land
xhibi of mod rn methods of tree cultur . finu
urv ys have b en made and an extensive n
h
b n
ablish d. Expert supervision i giv n by h
partment to all work that is done on the oil do
and it is hoped that in the future th Coll ge land
u d for demonstration in connection with formal co
in fore try.
ambier Hill projects into the valley the ~.
Park commands an extensive view of the fertile, mili
valley of the Kokosing with a background of cul··
hills. The natural charm has been much enhanced b '
tasteful arrangement of the grounds. In the Park
contain over ninety acres and many old fo
pain have been taken to combine the effects of la
wo dland. On this exten ive tract the building .
ha e b n carefully selected, and the broad fiddle I':
which connects Old Kenyon with Bexley Hall · t oof a mile long.
The ollege building compri e the dormitori
enyon (1827) and Hanna Hall (1902)· cen 'on II

GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
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1 59), the recitation and laboratory building; Ro se all
1 31, rebuilt 1899), the gymnasium and assembly room;
h Alumni Library (1910), with which is connect d th
tephens tack Room (1902); the Church of the Holy
pirit (1 69), the chapel; Bexley Hall (1839), the th ol gical eminary; Colburn Hall (1904), the theological library;
11
romwell Cottage" (1913), the President'
ou ;
"Koko ing" (1865), the stone mansion built by i hop
dell, standing in its own extensive park; and vari u
oth r buildings.

Old Kenyon
Id Kenyon, the cornerstone of which was laid in 1 27,
1 a m ive Gothic structure of local sandstone. It i on
hundr d and sixty feet long, three stories high, with s lid
ne wall four and one-half feet thick at the bas m nt
ry. The roof carries battlements and pinnacl s and i
ounted by a spire one hundred and ten fe t high
containing the old College Bell. By an Alumni subscripion the bell was recently recast at the Meneely Foundry.
In 1907 Old Kenyon was completely rebuilt on the
in rior at an expense of over $75,000, the external app arremaining unchanged. The walls and roofs were
oroughly repaired and in part rebuilt with the be t and
t permanent materials so that the building is now
excelled among college dormitories for strength, comfort
nrl beauty.
Old Kenyon contains rooms for between eighty and
in ty tudents. The interior finish is of Flemish oak of
.a me grain with wainscoting in the halls. ~he
cases have Gothic newel posts and birch hand rail ·
all the windows are placed broad window seats of olid
hich cover the steam radiators. Rather more than
half of the rooms are arranged in suites. The plum and heating systems are of the best and most modern

14
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Hanna Hall
Thi dormitory was opened to students in Decemb r,
1903. The building is of gray Cleveland and ton , in
Collegiate Gothic style. It is two stories high with gabl ,
measures one hundred and thirty feet long by fifty f
de p, and houses about fifty students. The building i.
constructed throughout in the best and most substantial
way.
Th doors and window casings and the wain cotin ar
of Flemish oak, and the floors of polished hardwood. Hea
is furnished by steam boilers. Running water i suppli
in very b d-room. In comfort and in elegance of appoin ment the building has no superior among coll ge dormitori s.
anna Hall was built in honor of his wife by the lat
Marcu . Hanna, United States Senator from Ohio, a a
co t of over $65,000. Charles F. Schweinfurth, of I land, was the architect.
Ascension Hall
cension Hall is a stately Collegiate Tudor building
of r ddish-gray freestone, one hundred and thirty fee
long and three stories high. Members of the hurch of
the
cension, New York, provided for its con truction
in honor of their former rector, Bishop Bedell. It contain
the lecture and recitation rooms, the physical, chemical
and biological laboratories and workshop , the hall for
literary ocieties, and the offices of the Pr ident and
Treasurer. The battlemented tower of the building
as the astronomical observatory. A steam heating plan
given by amuel Mather of Cleveland is installed in he
basement and provides for both cension and Ro e Hall ·
College Chapel
The hurch of the Holy Spirit, the College Chapel,
built in 1 69, by the Church of the Ascension, e Yor

GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
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as a tribute to their former rector, Bishop Bedell. It i a
cruciform edifice of Early English architecture and i built
of fr e tone in courses, with dressed quoins and facing .
The nave and chancel are ninety feet, the transepts i h y
f et in length. Ivy, transplanted from Melrose Abb y,
covers the walls.
The interior of the church is finished in oak, th wa11
are tastefully illuminated, and all the windows ar
f
tained glass. The organ is a memorial to Bishop Mcllaine, and a mural tablet, erected by the Diocese of hi ,
commemorates the founder of Kenyon College, th
t.
Rev. Philander Chase.
In the church tower is the College clock and a et of
nine bells, together with a mechanism which rings th
W tmin ter chimes at the quarter hours.
By the will of the late Mrs. Bedell a fund was tabli hed for keeping the church and Kokosing in repair.
Library and Stack Room
I

Hubbard Hall, the first library building, was burn d
anuary first, 1910, but the adjacent stack-room sav d
he mass of the library. On its site has been built the
spacious and beautiful Alumni Library at a cost of about
50,0 0. The principal donors are the Alumni of the
College and David z. Norton, Esquire, of Cleveland, who
has given the Reading Room.
In construction the Alumni Library is practically
eproof- floors, partitions and staircases being built of
el and tile. Glenmont sandstone in broken cour
'th trimmings of Cleveland cut stone forms the exterior
~ll · Besides working rooms for the Librarian, the
Lib~ contains a spacious periodical room, a hal~ of
ting for the Faculty and Trustees, and two enuna~
~ms for class instruction. Built as a part of the Alumni
Library is a superb Gothic Reading Room patterned after

16
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Gymnasium

Ro se Hall, the gymnasium and assembly room i
Ionic structure of sandstone about one hundr
y
venty-five feet. Built in 1831 as the Coll g
h p 1
it was burned in 1897. The reconstruction w provi I
for by James P. Stephens, Mrs. Julia T. edell an th r
donors, and especially by "The William and M ry
impson Memorial Fund" given by Mrs. Mary . imp n
of andusky. To the restoration was also appli d a
b qu t of five thousand dollars from
nator
hn
herman. The principal hall serves as a gymn ium nd
embly hall, and is provided with gymnastic app r u
pr ented by the Alumni. Shower baths and dr
rooms with all-steel lockers are supplied in the b
which also contains a baseball cage.
The athletic grounds are spacious and pl as ntly
ituated. The baseball and football fields lie at th foot of
the ollege hill, where the shaded hillside provid a
natural grandstand. The tennis courts near Old
ny n
are excellent. There is a quarter-mile cinder track, and
the facilities for general field sport are good.
The Kenyon College Rifle Club, a member of the
ational Rifle Association, under control of the oard
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice of the War D partment, maintains two twenty-five yard ranges in the
basement for the use of members practicing with .22
rift and pistols. All students are eligible to member hip,
he dues being merely nominal. The out-door rang of
the Club, where members qualify as marksman, harphooter and expert with the Krag rifle at 20 , 3 ,
and 6 0 yards, is within easy walking distance.
ea h r
P nnitting, practice is held on this range on
dn a
and aturday afternoons in the spring and fall. . lJ
res are recorded, and certified copies may be ob am
b members desiring to enter the ervice.
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Laboratories

The north end of Ascension Hall, compri ing ight n
rooms, is given up to the physical, chemical and biological
laboratories. The owler Fund makes provision for
ace sions of apparatus and books.
The Chemical Laboratory occupies eight rooms in addition to the 1 cture and preparation rooms and m um.
The laboratory in general chemistry has b en enlar d
and now accommodates sixty students. The laboratori
for work in qualitative and quantitative analy is and
organic chemi try are smaller hut w ll equipp d. Th r
ar hoods and balanc s, with ample tore room faciliti
nd h tock of chemicals and apparatu has b n mad
ad quat for work in general, analytical and or ani
ch mistry, including chemical preparations. Thi lab rtory ha its own library of four hundr d volum , including andard r ference works in several languag , and
fil
of the 1 ading chemical journals. An e c ll n
coll ction of typical minerals is provid d, the lat
addition b ing "The Ratcliff Memorial ollection, 11 th
gift of r. B. W. atcliff of Waukon, Iowa.
The Physical Laboratory, which occupi a part of th
fir t floor and basement of Ascension Hall, is well equipp
for exp rimental work both in the laboratory proper and
th lee ur room. High grade apparatus is being add
continually o as to facilitate as much as po ible qualita·
tive class room demonstrations, and in the laborato '
the attainment of precision in measurements. Of the
pr nt quipment of the department may be mention
i
1 tric power plant, which furnishes light for ~
laboratori and current for experimental work. Thi
outfit con ists of a 14 H. P. gas engine, a 7}'2 K.
gen rator, an 0 ampere-hour torage battery of 56 c
an an ela orate battery distributing
'tchb
Alt ma ing current i available from a mall mo

GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
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generator set given to the department during th pa
year by Mr. Charles F. Brush of Cleveland. 0th r pi
of apparatus worthy of note are: A 29-inch spark in du tion coil with its accessories for X-ray work, a larg T 1
high tension transformer, a 30,000-pound Riehl' ma bin
for testing the strength of materials, and a large num r
of measuring instruments for use in the study of n rly
every branch of Physics.
Owing to the war, the wireless set erected last y ar y
the students in the course in Radio Communication, i t
pr ent dismantled.
everal physical journals are taken, and kept on fil ,
and a number of the most recent books on various phy i I
ubjects are being added to the general library ach Y ar.
Th e have been so selected as to furnish ampl mat rial
for collateral reading and thesis work.
The Biological Laboratory occupies rooms on the third
floor of Ascension Hall. The main room is w 11 light
from above and contains sixteen Bausch and Lomb compound microscopes, sixteen dissecting microscopes, paraffine bath, incubator, sterilizers and Minot rotary and
automatic precision microtomes. Desks and lockers ar
provided for twenty students.
The department has its own working library, con i ting
of standard reference books in English, German and
French, while additional books needed for advanced work
are procured from the Boston Society of Natural Hi tory
or from university libraries.
MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS

. The observatory has a telescope of five and one-fourth
Inches aperture, the object glass of which was mad~ Y
Alv~n Clark & Son. It is also supplied with a transit of
0 inches aperture and a sidereal clock. The Department
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of
tronomy owns a set of Trouvelot a tronomical
drawing.
Th income of the Delano Astronomical Fund is us
f r the ob ervatory.
r the u e of students in surveying, the D partm n
of Mathematics possesses an excell nt tran it, Y 1 I,
pl n abl , draughting machine, and compas , with th
n
ry appurtenances

have b en d livered:
Th Rt. R v. John Williams, D.D., LL.D., "The World' itn
hr' t." 1 81.
Th Rt. Rev. Henry Cotterell, D.D., "R veal d Religion in I
R lation to the Moral Being of God." 18 3.
Th Rt. R v. Hugh Miller Thompon, D.D., "The orld and
th L go ." 1885.
Th R v. Jam s McCo h, S.T.D., LL.D., "The Religio
of Evolution." 1 7.
Th Rev. David H. Greer, D.D., "The Historical hrist,
!oral Pow r of Hi tory." 18 9.
Th Rt. R v. Arthur Cleveland Coxe, D.D., LL.D. "Holy ri
and fod rn Thought." 1891.
Th R . R v.
illiam . Leonard, D.D., "The itn of h
m ri an hurch to Pure Christianity." 1 93.
Th
. R v. Boyd inc nt, D.D., "God and Prayer· the R
abl n
of Pray r.' 1 95.
Th R v. illiam R d Huntington, D.D., "
ational Cbur h.
to

1
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The Rev. Morgan Dix, D.D., D.C.L., "The Supernatural hqr r of the Christian Religion." 1899.
The Rt. Rev. Henry C. Potter, D.D., D. C.L., "Man, M n, nd
Their Mast r." 1901.
The Rt. Rev. William Croswell Doane, D. ., "Evid n , I~ peri nc , Influence." 1903.
The Rt. Rev. Arthur C. A. Hall, D .D., "The R lation f • aith
and Lif ." 1905.
The Rt. Rev. Thomas F. Gailor, D.D., Bishop of T nn
Christian Church and Education." 1909.
Th R v. George F. Smythe, D.D., "Th Sh ph rd f T ra 1:
Contribution to the Evidences of Revealed R ligion." 1 11.
Th Rev. George Hodges, D.D., D an of the Cambrid
ivinity
chool, "The Church in the Fourth Century." 1913.
Th R v. W. H.P. Faunce, D.D., P re ident of rown niv ity,
"Th Enlarging Horizon of Church and State." 1917.

THE LARWILL LECTURESHIP
This fund of ten thousand dollar is the gift of J
H. Larwill, Esq., of the class of 1855. Th
available for occasional lectures or for cour
of I
on ubjects of general interest. The Founder d ir that
at least every third year a lecture or a course of 1 ctur ,
philo ophical in tone, shall be delivered on on of th
great subjects: "What can I know? What ought I to
do? For what can I hope?"
At the discretion of the College Faculty, 1 ctur
delivered on the Foundation may be published.
Among the recent occasional lecturers on thi Foundation ha
n Professor Brander Matthews of Columbia University; H mil on
Holt, managing editor of the New York Independent; Dr. van
Arrhenius, of the University of Stockholm; Prof or natole braz
of the University of Rennes ; T he Rev. Dr. Reginald . arnpb 11,
Birmingham, Eng.; Dr. Talcott Williams, Dean of th
ilitz r
hool of Journalism Columbia University; William Butl r
•
Ydney George Fish~r, LL.D., Canon James O. Hannay,
ilfrid
ard, Eugene Brieux, Lady Gregory, Alfred
oy , Amb
~or
• f yron T. Herrick, Lieut. Zinovi Pechkoff of the Fr nch For 1 n
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L gion, Captain A. Radclyffe Dugmore of the British Army, ydn y
rooks and K nyon Cox.

Formal academic courses have been delivered as follow :
Charl W. Eliot, LL.D., President Emeritus of Harvard Univ r·
ity, "Th Futur of Trad Unionism and Capitalism in a D moracy."
ctob r, 1909. (G. P. Putnam's ons.)
Th Hon. Th odor E. Burton, Unit d tate
nator from hio,
"Mod rn
mocracy." Nov mber, 1911.
G org Edward Woodb rry, formerly head of th D partm n of
mparativ Lit ratur at Columbia Univ rsity, "Two P
of
riti i m: r ativ and Historical." May, 1913.
John W. urg , LL.D., formerly Prof or of Political i n
and on titutional Law in Columbia Univ rsity, "Th dmin' r ·
tion of r sid nt ay ." October, 1915. (Scribn r's.)

THE STIRES PRIZES

Two priz of $35 and $15 re p ctiv ly, ar off r
ev. r. tires, R ctor of t. Thom '
nnually by th
w ork, for excellence in debating. Th conchos n from the two upper class and r pr ·
hilomathe ian and Nu Pi Kappa liter ·
THE KI NG PRIZES

Through the genero ity of Mr. Ralph King of leveland
priz amounting to 100 are offered annually to memb
of he Fre hman and ophomore classes for excellence in
writing and in public speaking. A First Prize of 35 and a
cond Prize of 15 are given to each class the a
ing made at ommencement by the Department of
Engli h for the work of the year.
SCHOLARSHIP AND BENEFICIARY AID

The charg for tuition and minimum room ren
r mi t d to the on of clergymen and to po tulan
ly rde . Limited appropriations are made to P
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!ants for Holy Orders by the Trustees of the Ethan on
Fund and by the Joint Education Committee of h
Dioceses in Ohio.
All scholarships are held subject to the following re 1 tion of the Faculty: "All students holding schol r hip
of any kind shall be required to maintain an av r
grade of two and one-half, to observe reasonable economy
in expenditure, and to refrain from behavior which will
ubject them to college discipline."
(a) ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS.

The Alfred Blake Scholarships, three perpetual scholar hip , ov ring tuition, the gift of Mrs. Alfred Blake, of Gambier.
The French Prize Scholarship, a perpetual scholar hip cov rin
tuition in Kenyon College, the gift of Mrs. Rob rt French, of Gambi r,
to b awarded to the student of the Preparatory D partm nt tan ing highest in grade and deportment.
Th Austin Badger Scholarship, of $1,400, founded by b qu t of
Austin Badger, of Medina, Ohio. The income is to b award d only
to a tudent preparing for the ministry.
The Nash Sclwlarships, of $10,000, founded by b qu t of Job
t Nash, of Cincinnati. The income provides for thr e cholar hip
of about 200 each.
The Thomas A. McBride Scholarship, of $2,000, found d by
b quest of Mrs. Mary A. McBride, of Wooster, Ohio, in memory of
her on, Thomas A: McBride, of the class of 1867.
The Southard Scholarship, of $2,500, the gift of r. G orge ·
Southard, of the class of 1873. Preference is to be given to a tud nt
in regular standing.
The John W. Andrews, Jr., Scholarship, of 3,000, the gift of Hon.
John W. Andrews, of Columbus, Ohio, in memory of his son.
The Carter Scholarship, of $5,000, the gift of frs. Cart r, of
Albany, New York, in memory of her husband, the R v. G or
Galen Carter, S.T.D., of the class of 1864, and hi fath r,
R ·
Lawson Carter, late of Cleveland, Ohio. The income prov1d for
. o cholarships and in making appointments preferenc · 0
en to postulants for Orders, especially to such po tulan
so of clergymen.

t?
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By a ion of th Board of Truste , eight scholarships in K nyon
11 g ar offer d ach year to male gradua
of high choo in
h
a of Ohio. Th application must state tha the
··tan ·
n
ary to nable th tudent to pursue a cour eat Kenyon Coll
and m
ign d by both th applicant and hi father or guardian.
rtifica from the principal of the high chool
tifying to in •
ual profici ncy and moral character is also required. The holar·
hi cov r uition.
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In the following statement the term "Unit" mean
cour e of study of five recitation periods a week continu
through a full school year. For entrance to all coll
cour es fifteen such Units are required. The pag immediately following contain a detailed description of th
ubjects that will be accepted as Units for admi ion.
TABLE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
FOR THE CLASSICAL COURSE:

U IT

Engli h ... . ............. . ..... .. .... .... .. ............ .
Mathematics .............. . .... ... .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Latin or Latin and Greek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Other Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Hi tory ................. . ....... ...... . .. . ............ .
Additional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

15
FOR THE PHILOSOPHICAL COURSE:

FOR THE SCIENTIFIC Co R E:

UNITS

Sciences .................. 1
Additional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

U IT
English .... ... . . . ....... 3
Mathematics ... . ... . . 4 or 3
Foreign Languages .... 3 or 4
History ...... . . .. . .. . ... 1
Sciences . ... . . . . ......... 2
Additional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

15

15

English .. . ............... 3
iathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Foreign Languages . . . . . . . . . 4

History ....... . . . ..... .. . 2

The following table shows the minimum and maximum
amounts which will be accepted in each subject:
UNITS

English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 or 4
athematics .......... 3 or 4
Latin ...... . ... . ........ 1-4

Greek . . ............. . ... 1-3
French .................. 1-3

IT

German ..... . ··· · ····· - 1- 3
History .. . .. · · · · · · · · · ·. l-3
Sciences .... · · · · · · · · · · · . l - 3
1
Drawing .... · · ·· ······ ·
Shopwork .... · · · · · · · · · · 1
;j
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(b) tudy and Practice. This part of the examination
pr uppo
the thorough study of each of the ork
nam d in this division. The examination will e upo
ubject matter, form and structure. In addit 'o
candidat may be required to answer questions in o 'ng
e sentials of English grarnrnar, and the leading fact ·, t1
p riods of English history to which the prescribed book b
o candidate will be accepted in Engli h who
o·
i no a ly def ctive in point of pelling, punc ua 'o
idiom or divi ion into paragraphs.
amination in composition will be requir d of all
n
tuden .
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1915-1919-FOR GENERAL READING. The tud n
elects ten Units, two from each of the five followin
groups. Each unit is set off by semicolons.
GROUP I. THE OLD TESTAMENT; comprising at l
the chief narrative episodes in Genesis, Exodus, Jo hu ,
Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together with h
books of Ruth and Esther; the Odyssey, with the omi i n,
if desired, of Books I, II, III, IV, V, XV, XVI, V ; th
Iliad, with the omission, if desired, of Books, I, I T,
XIV, XV, XVII, XXI; Virgil's Aeneid. The Ody
Iliad, and Aeneid should be read in English translati n
r cognized literary excellence.
For any unit of this group a unit from any oth r gr up
may be substituted.
GROUP II. SHAKESPEARE. Midsummer Night' Drean,
Merchant of Venice, As You Like It, Twelfth Night, Th
T mpest, Romeo and Juliet, King John, Richard I I,
Richard III, Henry V, Coriolanus, Julius Cresar, Macbeth, Hamlet. If not chosen for study under .
GROUP III. PROSE FICTION. Malory: Morte d' rth r
(about 100 pages); Bunyan: Pilgrim's Progress, Part I
~t: Gulliver's Travels (voyages to Lilliput and to ~ob
dmgnag); Defoe: Robinson Crusoe, Part I,· Goldsnuth:
Vicar of Wakefield; Frances Burney: Evelina; cott:
.l ovels: any one· Jane Austen's Novels: any one; Mana
Edgeworth: Cas~le Rackrent, or The Absentee; Dickens'
~v~ls: any one; Thackeray's Novels: any one;
~rge
Ehots ovels: any one; Mrs. Gaskell: Cranford; Kingley: Westward Ho! or Hereward, the Wake; Reade: Th
Cl-Oister and the Hearth; Blackmore: Lorna Doone; Hugh :
T~m Brown's Schooldays; Stevenson's Treasure Island, or
Kidnapped, or Master of Ballantrae; Cooper's ovels: an
one; Poe: Selected Tales; Hawthorne: The Hou of h
en Gables, or Twice Told Tales, or Mosses fron an 0
4
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oll ction of Short tori s by variou landard
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under Study); Goldsmith: The Traveller and The Des rted
Village; Pope: The Rape of the Lock; a coll ction f
English and Scottish ballads, as, for example, som Robin
Hood ballads, The Battle of Otterburn, King Estrn re, Young
Beichan, Bewick and Grahame, Sir Patrick Spens, and
election from later ballads; Coleridge: The Anci nt
Mariner, Christabel, and Kubla Khan; Bryon:
hild
Harold, Canto III or IV, and The Prisoner of hillon;
Scott: The Lady of the Lake or Marmion; Macaulay: Th
Lays of Ancient Rorne, The Battle of Naseby, The Armada,
Ivry; Tennyson: The Princess, or Gareth and Lyn tt ,
Lancelot and Elaine, and The Passing of Arthur; rowning:
avalier Tunes, The Lost Leader, How They Brought th
Good News frorn Ghent to Aix, Horne Thoughts frorn Abroad,
Home Thoughts frorn the Sea, An Incident of the French
amp, Herve Riel, Pheidippides, My Last Duchess, UP at a
Villa-Down in the City, The Italian in England, Th
Patriot, The Piper, "DeGustibus"-, Instans Tyrannus;
Arnold: Sohrab and Rusturn and The Forsaken Merman;
lections from American Poetry, with especial attention

to Poe, Lowell, Longfellow, and Whittier.
STUDY. This part of the requirement is intended as a
natural and logical continuation of the student's earlier
reading. Greater stress is laid upon form and style, th
~xact meaning of words and phrases, and the understanding of allusions. For this close reading the books are
~rranged in four groups, from each of which one selection
1 to be made.
GROUP I. DRAMA. Shakespeare: Julius Caesar, Mac-

beth, Hamlet.
GROUP II. POETRY. Milton: L' Allegro, Il PertSeroso
and either Cornus or Lycidas; Tennyson: The C<>rning of
Arthur, The Holy Grail and The Passing of Arthur; the

leetions from Words~orth, Keats, and Shelley in Book
1V of Palgrave's Golden Treasury (First Series).
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R
P I I.
RATORY.
urke: peech on oncilial'o1
with America; Ma aulay: Speech on opyright, and
incoln: peech at ooper Union; Wahington: Far u• U
Addre , and W b ter: First Bunker Hill ration.
R UP IV. E AY ,
arlyle: Essay on Burns, with a
I ti on from urns' s o ms; Macaulay: Lij of Joh1 •
on; m r on: E say on Manners.
2.
UR NIT . In addition to th pr c ding a four h
uni may b offer d in English Compo ition.

M th matic (Three or Four Unit)
• THREE
NIT • (a)
lgebra (one and on -half
unit ), hrough Simultan ous Quadratic quation .
( ) I ne
om try (one unit).
( )
lid
om try, or Advanced Alg bra, or Tr' ·
nom try (on -half unit).
thorough r vi w of lgebra and om try hould b
om I t d during the year pr ceding entranc to oll ·
2.
OUR
IT . In addition to the prec ding, the
r maining two of the following subjects:
(a) olid G om try.
(b) dvanc d Algebra, including the theory of Lo •
arithms, eri
eterminants and artial Fractions, and
lementary Theory of Equations (one-half unit).
(c) lane Trigonometry, with special attention to th
d rivation of formulae and the accurate olution and
ch eking of problems (one-half unit).

tin (On , Two, Thr

or Four Uni

E
IT. Latin grammar with easy reading co ·
ing f t enty or thirty pages of connected text. In all
itt n xerci the long vowels hould be marked and in
all ral xerci
pain hould be taken to make the P
nun i i n conf rm to the quantiti .
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The student should be trained from the beginning t
grasp the meaning of the Latin before tran latin , n
then to render into idiomatic English; and should
taught to read the Latin aloud with intelligent expr i n.
2. Two UNITS. In addition to the precedin , l tions from Caesar's Gallic War equivalent in amount
four or five books; selections from N epos may be t k n
as a substitute for an amount not exceeding two b k .
The equivalent of at least one period a week in r
compo ition based on Caesar. Frequent written xerci
and translation at sight from Caesar.

3. THREE UNITS. In addition to the prec din , i
orations of Cicero, including the Manilian Law.
llu '
Catiline will be accepted as a substitute for an quiv 1 nt
amount of Cicero.
The equivalent of at least one period a we k in pr
composition, based on Cicero. Frequent written x rci
and translation at sight from Cicero.
4. FOUR UNITS. In addition to 1 and 2, Virgil'
&neid. For a portion of this may be substituted s 1 ction
from Ovid. Constant practice in the metrical reading of
Latin verse.
The equivalent of at least one period a week in pro
composition. Frequent translation at sight from irgil
and Ovid.
Greek (One, Two or Three Unit )

1. ONE UNIT. Grammar. Anabasis, twenty pa~ ·
The student should have constant practice in readm
Greek aloud and in translating into Greek. Syntax i
~ught in connection with the text read, but the. m.
unportant paradigms should be learned before b gmnm
he Anabasis.
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2. Two NITS. In addition to the precedin , Anab i
I- V.
r ek prose based on the Anabasi hould b
wri ten daily.
• THREE UNITS. In addition to 1 and 2, Anab i
r vi w d, Iliad, not less than 1900 line . Mythology and
an ion should be taught in connection with the Iliad.
r k pro based on the A nabasis.
French (One, Two or Three Unit )
1. 0 E NIT. In one year the student hould acquir
a f irly accurate pronunciation and such a knowl dg of
1 m ntary ammar and vocabulary as will nable him to
tran lat v ry simple French into English a well as hor
n li h ntences into French. He should read on or
an th r of the standard French r ader for beginn , or
an quival nt amount of pro e selected from suitable

t x .
2. Two UNITS. In the second year a more complete
tudy of th grammar hould be made in conn ction with
rcis in compo ition, and a number of the 1 difficult
hort s ori by modern French writers should be read.
or the work of two years two units' credit is given.
3. THREE U ITS. The work of the third year hould
mbrace the reading of several novels and plays and the
writing of more advanced composition. For the work of
thr years three units' credit is given.
German (One, Two or Three Units)
1. 0 E
IT. Careful drill in pronunciation· elem ntary grammar, including a thorough knowledge of
form and impl syntax; reading of about 150 pa e·
of ea Y modern erman, mainly narrative prose; elen ry drill in peaking and writing German.
2. Two
IT . Further study of the grammar
including a more thorough treatment of yntax; con·
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tinued practice in writing and speaking German; r din
in addition to 1, of about 250 pages of modern
rm n
from standard authors.
3. THREE UNITS. Continuation of the study f h
grammar, composition and conver ation; the r adin in
addition to 1 and 2 of about 400 pages of cl i al n
modern German prose and poetry.
History (One, Two or Three Units)
1. GENERAL HISTORY. As much as is contain d in
1yers's General History.
2. (a) GREEK HISTORY. Myers' or Bot ford' H. t r
of Greece or an equivalent (one-half unit).
(b) ROMAN HISTORY. Allen's History of th Ron an
P ople or Botsford's Roman History (one-half uni ).
3. ENGLISH HISTORY. The equivalent of ndr w '
or Cheney's History of England, with collateral r adin .
4. UNITED STATES HISTORY. A comprehensiv cour
b don such a text as Adams and Trent or McDonald'
Johnston's, with considerable collateral reading.
5. (a) UNITED STATES HISTORY. John Fiske' Hi lory of the United States or an equivalent (one-half uni ).
(b) POLITICAL SCIENCE, as much as is contain d in
John Fiske's Civil Government in the United States (on half unit).
Science (One, Two or Three Units)
1. ELEMENTARY PHYSICS. An amount of work equivan to that in the text of Carhart and Chute, Hoadley, or
· illi~n & Gale is required. Particular attention hould
be &I.ven to the practical laboratory methods, and h
lution of numerical problems.
2· ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. A course including both
boratory work and class room work in Inorganic hemi -
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av n-

. The
ntial principle of plant lif and
ther with a careful tudy of typical plant
ariability, adaptation, a imilation, r pira ion,
dig ti n, owth and r production hould b car full
udi . An quivalent of tkin on's Lessons in Botan ,
r n' Foundations of Botany, hould b pr nt
. Z OL GY. Knowledg of the typical forms both
invert brat and vertebrate is required. Ability o
r ogniz the pecimen, to indicate its relationship , and to
point out the principal features of its life hi tory organization and physiology. An equivalent of Kellogg E n 1 •
tary Zoology or Davenport' Introduction to Zoology.

RULES FOR ADMISSION
andidat for admission must present testimonial of
good moral character, and if they come from other colle
c r ificat of dismi al in good standing.
xamination for entrance are held at the openin of
th coll g year the third Wednesday in eptember.
rtifica
will be provisionally accepted from h
principal of any accredit d High or Preparatory hool
an will xempt the student from entrance examinatio ·
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in the subjects covered, provided that they are in the
hands of the Registrar at the opening of the year. No
student is admitted whose certificates do not cov r t
least 14 units of preparatory work.
The privilege of registration is extended only to tuden who
either pass the entrance examinations or present satisfactory rtificates.
The College furnishes certificate blanks, which must tat in
detail the courses that the student has completed, tog ther with th
ground covered and the time given to each course.
At entrance, all students are received upon probation, and th ir
work is subject to careful inspection. Matriculation (s p. 6 ) giv
final credit for certificates and accords full standing in Coll . Immediately before the Thanksgiving recess, mid-semester xamination
are given to all new men. To be matriculated a stud nt m t maintain a passing grade in at least twelve hours of work, to be d t rmin
by class standing and the mid-semester examinations.
tud n
who fail to matriculate may be continued upon probation, but f ilur
to Pass in nine hours of work at the end of the semest r drop them
from College.
Applicants for admission who lack preparation in Gr ek, German
or French, will be given an opportunity in College to mak up in
one of these languages not more than two units of deficiency.

Advanced Standing
Candidates for advanced standing will be examined in
all prescribed studies antecedent to the desired grade, including the requirements for admission to college and in
uch elective studies as shall be chosen by the candidat
and approved by the Faculty.
Students from other colleges will be admitted to
landing as the Faculty may deem equitable in each c
Candidates are required to present a certified tat m n
of the studies they have pursued and their profici ~cy
therein, together with a catalogue of the college from hich
they come.
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COURSES OF STUDY

THE HILO PHICAL OURSE. This course emphasiz
mod rn language both for pr paration and in olle e
al hough units in any for ign language may be pr n ed
for admi ion. In ollege five years of language must b
tak n of which at l ast thr e years must be in one languag .
bout the ame proportion of electiv i allo d
in the lassical course. The degree of Bachelor of
Phil ophy i conferred upon the completion of thi course.
THE IE TIFIC OURSE. The arrangement of ubjec
in hi course i intended primarily to mee the ne d of
ud n
ho intend to take technical or engineerin
later.
dvanced work in mathematics and in
i pr crib d and numerous electiv are offe d
i ntific ubj ct which are fundamental for techtud n who complete thi course 'th
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the proper electives in science are able to m k thir
tanding in engineering schools of the fir t
degree of Bachelor of Science is conferr d u
pletion of this course.
PECIAL COURSES. Students are urge t
the four regular courses but in individual c
to take pecial work is granted. Stud nt wh
tudy engineering can thus complet in thr
ufficient amount of work in general ci n
practically two years of advanced credit in a
chool. By this means such students enj y th
of the personal instruction and the acad mi
of a literary college, with little sacrific of tim
CONSPECTUS OF COURSES OF

TU

FRESHMAN YEAR
ALL COURSES:

H

R

Engli h 1, 2* .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · ·
Mathematics 1, 2 or 3, 4
Physical Training 1, 2 .. . ............................... · · 1

t ......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

CLASsrcAL:t
Gr ek or Latin . .... .. ......................... · · · · · · · · · ·
Other Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... .
Chemistry 1, 2 or Physics 1, 2 .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
PHILo OPHICAL:**
H
French . ... .... . ........................................ 3
German .. ... . . . . .................................. ·····
Latin . . ... .. .. .. . . ..................................... 3
Two to be cho en
Chemistry 1, 2 or Physics 1, 2 ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

-

number identifies the course a described under D par m
· ntific students presenting only 3 units of Mathema ·
P
lathematics 1, 2, 3, 4.
cl_ ·cal students must compl te in Colle four Y. rs of
G r
beirun in College, it must be carri d two Y ars; if no Gr
11 and" 12 mu t be taken.
l&tJ All philosophical students must complete in Coll
fi
of hich three years must be in one language.

!All

of
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CIENTIFIC:

Fr nch .................................................
G rman ................................................
Latin ..................................................
Two to be chos n
Ch mistry 1, 2 ..........................................

3
3
3
3

S OPHOMORE YEAR
ALL COUR ES:

English 3, 4 ............................................ 3
Bihl 1, 2 ............................................... l
hy ical Training 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
L SSICAL:

................................... 3

......... ' .......... ···············

........•.....•.•......•..•........•....•.•.. 3
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HILO OPHICAL:

Two Languag ........................................ · 6
n Scien .......................... ................... 3
El tive ................................................ 3
CIE

IFIC:

On Languag ............... ................. · · · · ·······
h mistry 3 ........................................... .
athematics 5, 6 and Physics 1, 2, or Biology 1, 2 and El ctiv
ci nee ..................................... ·········
Of th above, the choice of optional cours must be for the en ir
o r triction is put upon the electiv .
ELE

IVE COURSE

OPEN TO SOPHO ORES:

Gr k 1-8, 11, 12.
tin 3, 4.
G rman 1-6.
Fr nch 1-4.
I

Chemistry 3-8.
Biology 1, 2.
Physics 1-4.
Mathematics 3-13.

panish.
lian.

ar thr

hour courses.

History 1, 2, 10.
Political cience J...(.

Economics 1, 2.
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COURSES OF STUDY

JUNIOR YEAR
CLASSICAL:

HOUR

English 5, 6 ..................... .. .. . . . .. . .. . .... · · · · · · ·
History 7, 8 ........................ .. . .. . ..... . . . ..... . 3
Two major courses of the Sophomore year must b
ontinu d
through the Junior year, and other electives chosen to brin th
entire amount of work up to sixteen hours.
PHILOSOPHICAL:

HO R

English 5, 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
History 7, 8 ........................... ........ . .........
1 Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 Sophomore Course continued . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives .............................. . .. . . ......... . . .

1
3
3
3

SCIENTIFIC:

English 5, 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
History 7, 8 . . . . . . . ................... . . . . .... . ........ .
Physics* 3, 4 and Mathematics 9, 10, or Biology* 3, 4 and
Elective Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
ELECTIVE COURSES OPEN TO JUNIORS:

English 9, 10,
Chemistry 5-10.
13-16, 19-25.
Biology 1-8.
Greek 5-14.
Physics 1-7.
Latin 5-8.
Mathematics 5-18.
German 1-10.
Astronomy.
French 1-10.
Spanish.
Italian.
All electives are three-hour courses.

History 1-6.
Political Science 1-6.
Economics 1-8.
Philosophy 1-4.
The Bible 4, 6.

SENIOR YEAR

Au.

COURSES:

HOUR

English 7, 8 ...... . ........ . ..... . . .. ... ........ .. ....... 1
. In all courses one major course of the Junior year mu t be ?n-

~ued ~hrough the Senior year, and other electives chosen to brm

--

he entire amount of work up to sixteen hours.

1ear:1'• option in Science of the Sophomore year must be continued in th

J
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COUR ES OPEN TO SENIORS:

ngli h 11-25.
r k 5-14.

Ch mistry 9-12.
Biology 3-10.
Physics 3-7.
Math matics 7-18.
tronomy.

History 3-6.
Political Sci n 1-6.
E onomi 1-8.
Philo ophy 1-4.
The Bible 4, 6.

ud nt int nding to tudy Theology will b p rmitted to pr nt
a
nior 1 ctiv s hilosophy 1 and 2, and tw Ive hour of the work
of th Junior y ar at Bexl y Hall.

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION

1

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
ENGLISH
PROFESSOR REEVES
AsSISTANT PROFESSOR LOCKERT
1, 2. Written and Oral Exercises, based upon h n
principles, in which deficiencies of speech are xpl in
per anal conferences, and overcome by practic b f r
class. Narrative and descriptive themes are r d I u
after correction by the instructor. In the cond m 't r
English 2, the essays are expository and ar m nt iv
class debates affording opportunity for speaking.
hr
hours a week, required of all Freshmen. Th
'ng riz
are offered for excellence in speaking.
ROFE R
REEVES AND LOCKERT.
3, 4. ENGLISH LITERATURE. A survey cour e,
plemented by carefully written themes, read b for
class after correction. Addresses and debate are r quir
upon topics of enduring interest in history and literatur .
Required of all Sophomores, three hours a week.
anly
Prose and Poetry is used as a text. The King priz for
excellence in speaking are offered to Sophomor .
ROFE ORS REEVES AND LOCKERT.
5, 6. EXPOSITION AND ARGUMENTATION. Weekly e erci es required of all Juniors. In the first sem ter the
technique of exposition is practiced; in the second em ter a study is made of the nature of evidence, metho of
induction, and the drawing of a brief.
ROFE

-

LoCKERT.
Odd numerals indicate first semester; even num ral

mester.
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7, 8. PUBLIC SPEAKING. All Seniors are requir d to
prepare a weekly exercise upon a subject of pre ent
int rest. Stage presence, the psychology of attention, and
l mentary dramatic exercises are studied in the s cond
semester. For many years, upon a vote of the graduating
cla s, a classical English play has been presented. PRoFE OR REEVES.
9. ELIZABETHAN DRAMA. A survey of the drama from
1580 to 1642, with Neilson's Chief Elizabethan Drarna(
as a text. Introductory to Shakespeare. Elective for
Juniors and Seniors. PROFESSOR LOCKERT. Offered in
19 9-20.
10. SHAKESPEARE. Elective for Juniors and
Off r d ach year. PROFESSOR REEVES.

nio ·

THE CONTEMPORARY DRAMA. Elective for J unio
eniors, with Dickinson's The Chief Contemporar
Pl,ays as a text. Alternate years; offered in 1918-19.
.

and

12. TENNYSON and BROWNING. Elective for enio .
Complete texts of each poet are required, and their con·
trasting arts explained. Elective for Seniors. Offered
each year. PROFESSOR REEVES.
13 and 14. ANGLO-SAXON and the HISTORY OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE. The historical basis of Engli h
idiom is explained in the reading and philological stud
of Anglo-Saxon literature. The sources of English gram·
mar are studied, and the vitality of the language illustrated
by reference to the vernacular. This course is necessarY
for a certificate from the department of capacity to teach
English. Three hours a week elective for Juniors and
.
'
emors. PROFESSOR REEVES.
15.
HORT STORY WRITING. Exercises in the techniqu
of the hort Story, with study of models. Elective fo
three hours unle~ otherwise ~tat~d.
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Juniors and Seniors, alternate years; offered in 1 1 -2 .
PROFESSOR LOCKERT.
16. ARGUMENTATION and DEBATE. One d bate aw k
is required, and a good delivery is insisted upon. l
for Juniors and Seniors. PROFESSOR LOCKERT. Off r
1918-19.
17. CHAUCER, LANGLAND AND WYCLIF.
CENTURY STUDIES. Elective for Juniors
Offered in 1919-20. PROFESSOR REEVES.
18. THE ROMANTIC POETS. The culmination of n lish Romanticism in Wordsworth, Col ridg , yr n
helley and Keats. Elective for Juniors and ~
Offered in 1919-20. PROFESSOR LOCKERT.
19. AMERICAN LITERATURE. The social and
ideals of Jefferson, Franklin, Adams an
Offered in 1918-19. PROFESSOR REEVES.
GREEK

PROFESSOR NEWHALL
1, 2. GRAMMAR; Anabasis, Book I. Optional fo
admission to Classical Course. Elective in other cour
3, 4. Anabasis, II-IV; Iliad, 1900 lines. Pro compo ition. Optional for admission to the Classical our ·
Elective in other courses.
5. LYSIAS, or Selections from Attic Orators.
ro
Composition. Optional for the Classical Cour e. ours
1-4 prerequisite.
6. ODYSSEY, Selections or Herodotus. Private lif of
the Greeks. Optional for the Classical Cour e.
7. PLATO. Laches and Apology. History of
Literature (Prose). Optional in the Classical
Courses 5 and 6 prerequisite.

--

Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numeral

rnester.

nd

4
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REEK
RAMA IN ENGLISH. N0 kn owl
of
r k r quir d. Elective for ophomor , Junio and
niors. Alternate years. Offered in 191 -19.
3.
ISTORY OF ART. The Minor Arts, Paintin
Mod rn Sculpture. Elective for Juniors and nio i
all cour es. Alternate years. Offered in 1917-1 .
14. HISTORY OF ART. Architecture and Anci n
culpture.
cond semester. Elective as 13. Offer in
917-18.
LATIN
PROFESSOR M
ING
1. LIVY. Instruction in Grammar and in the
r ading Latin. Prose Composition. Optional for Fr •
m n.
2 TERE CE, Ovm. Grammar. Pro e compo ition.
ional for
hmen.

ll co

thr

hours unl

otherwise stated.
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3. PLINY THE YOUNGER. Letters. Reading at i h .
Optional for Sophomores. Courses 1 and 2 pr r ui i .
4. HORACE, Selections from the Odes, atir
nd
Epi ties. Study of the poet's life and times. Option l f r
phomores. Courses 1-3 prerequisite.
5. TACITUS. Selections from the Histories or Annal .
R ading at sight. Study of the first century of h
Empire. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
our
1prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered in 1918-1 1 .
6. JUVENAL AND MARTIAL. Study of Roman riv t
Life. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
our
prerequi ite. Alternate years. Offered in 191 7. PLAUTUS AND TERENCE. Reading at sight.
udy
of the history of the Roman Drama. Elective for J uni r
nd Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternat Y r .
ffered in 1917-1918.
·
· CICERO, Letters. Study of the author's life an
imes. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
our
1pr requisite. Alternate years. Offered in 1917-18.
9, 10. ELEMENTARY LATIN. Grammar. Caesar, ook
I. Both semesters.
11, 12. CAESAR, CICERO, PROSE CoMPOSITIO .
oth
mesters. Latin 9, 10, prerequisite.
ROMANCE LANGUAGES

PROFESSOR LARWILL

1. ELEMENTARY FRENCH. Pronunciation, the
n_·als of grammar, reading of simple prose and tran la ion
r
o French of short English sentences. Books:
and quair, French Grammar; Aldrich and Fo ter,
French Reader· Larousse Histoire de France.
- -

,

1

Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numerals

ter.

ond
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2.
LEMENTARY FRENCH. Furth r study of grammar
in conn tion with xerci es in compo ition, r ading of
M rim '
olomba and two similar texts.
' 4.
ECO D YEAR FRENCH. Reading of v r I
h rt r novels and plays by modern author ; comp . ition
and onv r ation.
5, 6.
ENERAL SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE and
ing of works r pre ntative of various imp rtant
m v m n .
our
3 and 4, or their quival nt, pr
r qui it . Offer din 1917-18.
ooks:
Ii i r, Pr c· d
l'Hi toire de la Lit rature Francai e; Vr Ian and fich·

nthology of French Prose and Poetry.
. THE LITER TURE OF THE EIGHTEE TH E T RY.
ding ,
and di c ion in Fr nch and in
n Ii h.
our
3 and 4, or their quivalent, pr
r qui i .
ff r d in 1918-19.
, 0.
RENCH ONVERS TION.
th language of social intercour e, of busin
and of
tr vel; lett r writing.
ourses 3 and 4, or th ir quiva·
I nt, prerequisit .
ooks: Kron L P tit Par · ;
lanchaud, French Idiorns. Offered in 1917- .
. ITALIAN: First Course. Pronunciation grammar,
simple composition, reading of easy prose. Books: Grand·
g nt, Italian Grammar; Bowen, Italian Reader; Fogazwo,
P reat Rochus.
12. MODERNlTALIANPROSEANDCO iPO !TIO. R d·
ing of .el. ctions from Manzoni , D' Annunzio and \ e...
a·
compo ition.
ooks: Grandgent, Italian ompo
Ital 'an Short Stories; Manzoni, I Prorne s · spos ·.
13 1 .
PANISH: First Course. Pronunciation
imple compo ition, conversation, reading of
. Books: Epitome de la Grarnatica de la Real A ·
panola; El libro de Juanito.
7,

---

thr

hours uni

otherwise stated.
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15, 16. MODERN SPANISH LITERATURE AND
OMERCIAL SPANISH. Reading of representative novel and
plays; composition and conversation. Books: For ,
panish Composition; Echegaray, 0 Locura 0 Santidad;
aldos, Dona Perfecta; Harrison, A Spanish Commercial

Reader.
17, 18. PORTUGESE: First Course. Grammar, composition, conversation.
Books: Branner, Portugeus
Grammar; Andrade, Segundo livro de leitura.
GERMAN
PROFESSOR WEST
1, 2. ELEMENTARY GERMAN. Pronunciation,
ials of grammar with constant drill on forms, impl
pro e composition and practice in speaking German;
easy German prose and poetry selected from mod rn
authors with at least one complete longer story.

3. NINETEENTH CENTURY PROSE. Heyse, L' Arrrabbiata; Freytag, Die Journalisten; Wesselhoeft, German
Exercises; Thomas, Practical German Grammar.
4. NINETEENTH CENTURY POETRY.
Eulda, Der
Talisman; Selected Lyrics; grammar and composition
as in 3.
5, 6. STUDIES IN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE.
The life and works of the great writers of the century
will be studied, with such consideration of their tim
and contemporaries as may be practicable. Cours 1-4
prerequisite.
7, 8. STUDIES IN NINETEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE.
ubjects treated as in 5, 6. Courses 1-4 prerequisite.

-

Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numeral

ester.

second
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, 10.
!STORY OF GERMAN LITERATURE. A tudy of
d v lopment of
rman Literature and r ading of
1 tions from r r entative authors of th mo t im·
port nt
riod .
rie t, A rief Hi tory of
rman
it rature; H ntschel, H y and Lyon, Handbuch zur
infuhrung in die d ut che Litteratur.
our e 1-4 pr·
r ui it .
our
1-4 are giv n each year. Of cours 5-1 on
·v n achy ar, et rmin d by the number of tud n
tin it.
or 916-17 our e 5, 6 wa lected with
th
th author; for 1917-18 our 7, with Th
f th Nin t nth ntury as ubject.

CHEMISTRY
ROFE

MR.

OR WEID
ROWE

ENERAL I ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Th work i
d rip iv tudy of the common materials, and includ
fifty laboratory periods of at lea t two hour each b id
r itation and per onal conferences.
equir d of Fr h·
m n in cientific our
and in other cours alternati 'e
wi h hy ic 1.
our hour credit.
Th laboratory work is based on mith labora o
outline. The r itations and conferences are adapted to
the work actually being done, with assigned reading~ in
v ral t xt-books.
1. (a) The same cour e as outlined above, with h
d ail changed omewhat for students pr enting en
in chemi try.
ERAL I ORG IC
£D).
if Y la oratory period of at least two hours each
r ci a ion and conferences as above tated. E

thr

hours unl

other · e stat d.
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laboratory periods are arranged for those properly u Ii·
fied. (See Course 6.) This course is a continuation of th
above from the same descriptive point of view. E p i 1
attention is paid to the useful metals and alloys, th ir
manufacture, their properties and the products th y yi 1 .
ome work is also done on the detection or analy~i of
imple compounds. Four hours' credit. R quir d in
Scientific Course (alternative with Physics 2 in o h r
courses.)
3. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. A course based on th
preceding year of inorganic chemistry, beginning wi h
ingle salts and passing through the methods of chemic l
analysis while reviewing the chemical reason for
h
tep. Each student analyzes a number of unknown u tances, both solids and liquids. Six hours ach w k in
the laboratory with frequent conferences and recitation
held in the classroom.
NoTE:- When consent of instructor is obtained, th
amount of work done in Qualitative Analysis may be
increased by continuing similar work through the second
semester.
4. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. A classroom course giving an
outline view or descriptive study of the most important
compounds of carbon. This course is necessary to tho
looking forward to the study of medicine, and may b
taken immediately after Course 2, if desired.
Laboratory work on Organic preparations is not. included in this course, but may be taken at the same time
or following as a separat e course (see Courses 6, 7).
5. AnvANCED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY.
A classroom course open to Juniors and Senior
ho
~d Courses 1-4. T he special subjects vary from
Odd numerals indicate first semester; even num ral

m ter.

cond
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History of Chemistry was the ubject in
17; and n xt year eading of hemical
rman will
properly prepared in erman as well
in
6.
HEMICAL
REPARATIONS. A laboratory cour
p n only to tho e who have made a good r cord in
h mi try of the fir t
me ter. The stud nt him. lf
pr p r a 1 ct d li t of materials that ar b ing tudi d
in he d criptive cour . It may thus accompany
our 2 and 4, or f llow th s . This work mu t ordinarily
n in th
ond emester. Either 3 or 6 hou '
r di , ccording to
ignment.
7.
0 TINU TI N OF OURSE 6. Such a continuation
in th fir t m t r is allowed only in xceptional c
n in ach c
the con ent of the profe or m t b
ur d b fore r gi tration.
E RIPTIVE MINERALOGY. A cour e planned to
follow ualitative Analysis (Course 3 prer quisite) and
including om of the methods of blowpip analysis. The
our e i , howev r, d criptive, as the name implies, rath
than analytical, and may be taken by those desiring information on the common minerals and or . The d cription of mineral pecies requires at the beginning a stud
of the crystal forms in which they may occur, and of any
other physical properties that may be of value in description. Offered only when desired by four or more studen ·
9-12. Anv CED LABORATORY WORK. A course in
pure hemistry for general students; and open only ~
niors who have previously shown special excellence ID
hemistry. Prerequisite: Courses 1-4. The main wor •
will be in Quantitative Analysis, but in some cases pecial
u jec such a medical chemistry may be taken up aft
ufficient general quantitative work has been done. T e
thr

hours unl

otherwise tated.
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work is individual, under the supervision of the prof or,
and may be taken as a single course for 3 hours' er dit, or
as a double course for 6 hours' credit.
BIOLOGY

PROFESSOR V/ALTON
The courses in this department are not only d i n
for the general student, but also furnish special trainin
for students who expect to study medicine.
1, 2. GENERAL BIOLOGY. This is intended
n
introduction to subsequent courses as well as for th
purpose of presenting a general survey of the subj t o
those students wishing to take only one year of iolo .
It consists of lectures, recitations and laboratory wor on
elected types of organisms and on various ph
of
animal and plant life of a special nature. Topics uch
the origin and manifestations of life, the cell and the 11
theory, the individual, heredity, variation, sel ction,
genetics and especially mendelian phenomena, are car
fully considered in the lectures.
During the present period, the principles of sanitation
hygiene and preventative medicine will be given particular emphasis .
. The work is supplemented by occasional field excur10ns. Two laboratory periods of two and one-half
hours each and one hour lecture a week. Elective for
ophomores, Juniors and Seniors.
3. COMPARATIVE .ANATOMY OF THE VERTEBRATES.
Lectures, recitations and laboratory work on vertebrat
from Amphioxus to Man, with particular attention °
comparisons of the skeletal system, the nervous sy tern
~ulatory system, etc. Text-book, Pratt, Vertebra
Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numerals
tnester.

cond
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Zoology.

nior.
, 6.
EUROL GY.
comparative tudy of th
owth and tructur of the nervous sy tern in the diff r nt groups of animals, with particular attention to th
morphology of the central nervous sy tern of the ver
rat .
ive hour laboratory, one hour l cture a eek.
I ctive for Junior and
niors. Cours 1-4 pr
r qui ite. Alternate year . Offered in 1918-19.
7, 8. E BRYOLOGY. Lectures, recitations and la oratory work based on a general study of the developmen
f animals from the formation of the egg to the attain·
ment of growth in the adult. Particular attention i
given to cytology during the early part of the co
ri of ·n toto preparations and transverse tio
from the early tages of the chick are made by h
tudent to be used in subsequent study. Text-boo :
le urrich or Hei ler. Reference books: Minot, H ·
·g oule, etc. Five hour laboratory, one hour lee
a
k. Elective for Juniors and eniors. Co
14
r r qui ite. Alternate years. Offered in 1917-1 .
ur

thr

hours unl

otherwise stated.
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9, 10. ADVANCED BIOLOGY. Special laboratory w rk
arranged with reference to the individual n d of h
students wishing to devote a maximum amount of tim
to the study of Biology. Courses 1-4 prerequisite.

PHYSICS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JOHNSON

A. ELEMENTARY PHYSICS. A first cour e in
physics combining a review of high school phy i wi h
a lecture and laboratory course designed to bridg
gap between the ordinary high school course and
n r I
College Physics, 1 and 2. This course hould b
f
interest to the average student who may not be p ci lizing in science, for it is descriptive and experimental rath r
than mathematical. It may also be taken to atisfy h
entrance requirement for Physics 1 and 2. No previ u
work in physics nor in mathematics beyond algebra nd
geometry is required. For those who have not pr nt d
high school physics for entrance to college, the work
will be somewhat modified. Three class hour and on
laboratory period each week. Four hours credit.
1, 2. GENERAL PHYSICS. A course in college phy i
following Physics A, and entering more into the theory
of physical phenomena and the relation between theory
and experiment than is possible in the elementary cours ·
The accompanying laboratory work is purely quantitati e.
Three experimental lect ures a week and at least fif t
hours of laboratory work each semester. Open to all
tudents who have had high school physics or Phy i
and who have had or are taking Mathematics 1 and 2.
Four hours' credit.
Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numera
mester.

cond
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NOTE:-Of the cour
list db low, only a part ar offer d c
y ar,
indicat d by the accompanying dates. Th y are al o
rrang d that th advanc d laboratory and th oretical cours ma
k n in conjunction advantag ou ly, in which case six hours credit
will b giv n, . g., as follows:
Cour 3 with course 7.
4 with cour 10.
6 with cour 11.
6 with cours 12.

3, 4, 6 and 6 are primarily laboratory courses. E ch
of thr laboratory p riod a w k, of at 1 ast two hou
c asionally a 1 ctur may b sub tituted for on of th
p riods.
r r quii it : Physics 1 and 2, and Math matics 1 and 2.
All tud n planning to study m dicin or ngin ring should
t at 1 ast on of th
thr hour laboratory ours in addi ion
n ral hy i 1 and 2.
our

191 -19.
EAT.
laboratory tudy of heat effect, chan
n volum , thermometry, calorimetry, transfer of heat·
n rgy, them chanical quivalent of heat, tc. 191 -1 .
D
IGHT.
An experimental tudy of
vibrating bodi
and wave motion in various media
r fl ction, refraction, dispersion, color ensation, and
olarization. 1917-18.
6. ELECTRICAL ME SUREME TS. Fundamental el .
trical units, measurements of resistance, current, el omotiv force, quantity, capacity, self- and mutualinduction. 1917-18.
XPER

E TAL MECHANI

•

OTE:-Cour
7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 are lecture and P obl
o
wi h collateral reading. Open to those who have had P ·
1 and 2, and who have had or are taking athemati 3 and 4.

7, . THEORETICAL MECHANICS. An elementary co
in analytical mechanics. 1918-19.
HOTO IBTRICAL
EASUREME TS. A labora
udy of light ources and their uses in illumina io ·
hr

hours unle

otherwise stated.
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Photometric tests of commercial lighting uni , inclu in
gas lamps, and direct and alternating current arc an
incandescent lamps. 1918-19.
10. THEORY OF HEAT. An analytical study f h t
sources, heat transferences, methods of heat measur m n ,
the Kinetic Theory of Gases, and the thermodynamic f
heat engines. 1918-19.
11. THEORY OF LIGHT. A study of the und rlyin
principles of Geometrical and Physical Optics. 1 7-1 •
12. THEORY OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNET!
I trostatics, electric circuit calculations and the th ory
electrical measuring instruments. 1917-18.
13, 14. DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
alternating current, in theory and practice.
pr engineering course. Two lectures and one labora ry
period a week. Prerequisite: Physics 6 or 12.
15. HISTORY OF PHYSICS. A course of lectur
leading physicists of all ages and their work.
uppl mented with reports on collateral reading. Open to tho
who have had Physics 1 and 2.
17, 18. TELEGRAPHY. A special laboratory cour
offered for the first time in the fall of 1917 in r pon e
to the government call for the aid of schools in training
telegraph operators for the Signal Corps. The ordinary
instruments and a few of the simpler circuits are studied,
hut practice work on typical lines in sending and receivjng
the International Code occupies most of the time. According to the ruling of the War Department, the student
who acquires a certain proficiency can be reasonably ur
of placement in the Signal Corps, if he so desir , by
presenting a certificate from the instructor. Taking th
course does not in any way oblige the student to enter the
Wdnumerals indicate first semester; even numeral
mester.

ond
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overnment employment, but on the other hand, hould
h wi h o enlist, or should he be drafted, he i at one
ligibl to a highly desirable branch of the service. Offer
ah year.

MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL ENGINEERING
PROFESSOR ALLEN

quisit .

, 6.
ALCULUS AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIO.
ALYTIC GEOMETRY. This course is d igned for
students of Engineering. Offered 1918-19.
7, 8. MODERN EOMETRY. Texts, Cremona and R
upplemented by 1 ctures. Given in 1917-18.
0. DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY.
(Alternate yea
off r d 1918-19.)
1, 12. PLANE SURVEYING. Text, Raymond. Al
Top GRAPHIC AND RAILROAD SURVEYING. Given in
1 17-18.
3. FIELD WORK IN SURVEYING. Courses 11 and 12
continu d and applied to concrete problems. Three
hundr
hours of office and field work given in the ·
following ommencement. Offered in 1917-1 .

---

three hours un1

otherwise stated.
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15. DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. Text, Descriptive G ometry, with Shades and Shadows and Perspective, Chur h.
Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite. Offered 1918-19.
16. ELEMENTARY MECHANICAL DRAWING. ev n nd
one-half hours a week (3 hours' credit). Offer d 1

HISTORY
1, 2. MEDIEVAL AND MODERN EUROPEAN HI TORY.
The period of history covered extends from the all f
the Roman Empire and the Great Migrations to h
French Revolution. The development of modern industrial, social and political systems receives careful
attention. Robinson's History of Western Europ and
Trenholm's Syllabus are used as texts, but much collat ral
reading is required.
Elective for Sophomor
and
Juniors. PROFESSOR CAHALL.
3, 4. HISTORY OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY IN
EUROPE. This course covers the history of Europe from
the beginning of the French Revolution to the pre nt
time, special attention being given to the Unification of
Germany and of Italy. Elective for Juniors and Senior .
Alternate years. Offered in 1918-19. PROFESSOR CAHALL.
5, 6. ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. The course
covers the whole period of the development of the English
Constitution. Gardiner, Student's History, is used as the
basis of the work with collateral reading and the preparation of essays. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Cour
1and2 prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered in 1918-19.
PROFESSOR CAHALL.
7, 8. AMERICAN POLITICAL HISTORY. The period
covered extends from the middle of the Eighteenth
Century to the end of the Reconstruction period in 1 76.

--

Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numerals

mester.
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r ading and th private inv

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PROFESSOR CAHALL
ERIC
GOVERNMENT. The national and t.a
sy ems are di cussed in lectures, recitation and deba ·
The text i eard's American Government and Polit· and
th r ading for the same. Elective for ophomor ~
Juniors and enior .
2.
RIC
GOVERNME T. The municipal
D1
and i problems are the subject. Beside a tudy of ~
functions and need of the American city atten ion I
given to he organization and administration of Euro
citi . The text is" The American City," by . B. ~ Iunr<>·
1 ti for ophomores, Junior and enior .

hr

hour uni
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CONTEMPORARY POLITICS AND THE Gov
OF EUROPE. The course analyzes the pre nt
governments of Europe in the light of their origin.
y
a study of the vital problems of Europe since 1870, it
attempts to explain the World War. Lectures, discussion
and reports upon outside reading. Text, Frederic A. Ogg,
The Governments of Europe. Elective for Sophomor ,
Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1918- 9.
5. MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION. The problems of city
administration will be taken up following a thorough
review of the organization of city government. Open o
Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1917-18.
6. INTERNATIONAL LAW. A course devoted to th
rules observed by the leading nations in peace and war,
the effects of new conditions, developed in recent wars,
and the movement towards the prevention of war. Open
to Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years.
Offered in 1917-18.
3, 4.

MENTS

ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY

PROFESSOR SELINGER
1, 2. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. An introductory
course in the fundamental principles and problems of the
science. Recitations, problems, lectures, discussi~ns, one
essay per semester. Elective for Sophomores, Jumors and
Seniors. This course must be taken as a whole in order
to receive credit in either part.
3. MONEY AND BANKING~ The theory of money,
credit, prices, crises. The monetary systems of the
World; the present banking systems of the United States
and other countries. International exchange. Text

--

Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numerals second

mester.
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niors.
UBLIC FIN CE.
The ri e of the cien 0
6.
inance, the do trine and practice of public exp ndi
the budget and the raising of ublic evenue. Th
volu ion of he tariff income and inheritance ta.la i ·
The g neral theory of international commerc .
ara ive tudy of public finance in p ace and ar.
I
arising from the marketing of videnc of muni · . l
an f e eral indebtedn
lectur co

---

thr

hours unl

othe

tated.
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collateral reading, class reports and the preparation f
research essay. Prerequisites Courses 1 and 2. El tiv
for Juniors and Seniors.

BUSINESS
7. COMMERCIAL LAW. The purpose of this cour i t
familiarize the future business and professional man wi h
the fundamental principles of the law of contr
negotiable instruments, agency, partnership, corporation
sales, investments, insurance, bailments, real and p rsonal property. Text book, reading of cas , r por
daily written problems, class discussions. Open to all
cla&1es.

8. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING. While techni I in
method this course aims at the interpretation of ace unt
rather than at the training of accountants. Th interpretation of balance sheets and their relations, capi I
and operating expenses, including the principles of valuation and scientific bookkeeping are studied experimentally. This course assumes that the student has no
previous familiarity with modern bookkeeping. Open to
all classes.
9. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION. A study of modern
business management from the point of view of commercial efficiency. The organization of production, location, planning and lay-out of industrial establishments,
scientific management as applied to purchase, sale, employment, and factory management in general. The
~rinciples of office organization, sales and credit organIZation. The function of the scientific engineer and the
relations of the efficiency expert to modern business.
A lecture course involving a large amount of collateral
~ private investigation of commercial and manuOdd numerals indicate first semester; even numeral
mester.

ond
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facturing establishments, planning and charting, and
th pr paration of a research essay. Open to all cl
0.
ALESMAN HIP, CORRESPONDENCE AND AoVERTIS·
ING. The principles of scientific efficiency ascertained in
our 9 are appli d to specific problems in marketing.
Th psychology of salesmanship, the rhetorical and logical
prin ipl s of rr ctive letter writing, the psycho-economic
function of adv rti ing as a business force are studi d by
I c ure r ading and xample. The student is exp cted to
r par a car fully worked out elling campaign of a
d finit commodity a the result of his re earch tudy.
r r qui it
our e 9. Open to all cla es.
SOCIOLOGY

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF OCIETY.
D
appli ation of the process concept to the forms of human
ociation. The biological and psychological foundations
of
ociated behavior are studied by means of a cursory
survey of the family in its genetic and social aspects and
the problems arising from the functioning of race, oppr ·
sion and ignorance are surveyed. Text book, collateral
reading and research essay. Not open to Freshmen or
ophomores.
12. THE CITY. A study of the social, political and
economic functioning of urban groups.
lecture course
with collateral reading, reports and a research
iven 1916-17. To be given 1919-20.
14. THE RURAL COMMUNITY. A survey of the
phy ical conomic, and social conditions of life in the
country. The problem of scientific agriculture as a
prof ion, agricultural population education and religion
i giv n p cial attention. A lectur'e cour e with collateral
r ading and the preparation of a r earch essay. .i. To
All co

thr

hours unless otherwise stated.
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open to Freshmen or Sophomores. It is desir d, thou h
not required, that students electing this cours hav
taken either 1 and 2, or 11. 1917-1918.
16. PHILANTHROPY. Studies in the nature, ori in
and relief of dependent, defective and delinquent la
A program of social prophylaxis. This course do n
aim at the specific training of "social worker ,11 but h
for its purpose rather the kind of survey of social path 1
which is necessary to a cultured gentleman as a guid n
in his social relations to the unfortunate and und ir bl .
ame conditions as 14. 1918-19.
MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY

1. LOGIC AND ETHICS. The fundamental principl
deductive and inductive Logic are covered during h
first half of the semester and a general survey of th
problems and methods of Ethics occupy the remaind r
of the time. Creighton and De Laguna are used as handbooks supplemented by lecture and discussion. Elective
for Juniors and Seniors. PRESIDENT PEIRCE.
2. PSYCHOLOGY. The course in Psychology consists
of one lecture and two recitations each week. Witmer'
Analytical Psychology is used as a text-book, while in
the lectures an effort is made to correlate the views of
the older schools of psychologists with the recent views
of Loeb, Jennings, etc., concerning the dynamics of living
matter. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. PROFESSOR
WALTON.

3. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY. A brief but systematic
and critical outline of Ancient Medireval and early
.. fodern Philosophy is presented. 'The text used is Thilly,

-
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MILITARY TRAINING
MAJOR WARD

DRILL AND LECTURES. Three hours as requir
General Order No. 48, 1916, War Department. nfan ry
drill regulations through the school of the comp ny ·
nomenclature and care of the rifle; instruction n
practice in rifle fire. Interior guard duty. Ma tudy.
All-day practice march, hasty intrenchment di in ,
obstacle making, individual military cooking.
ctur
on army organization and other kindred subj t .
pection by an officer of the Regular Army. Mo. '
Manual of Military Training is the text-book u .
Required of all students under special resolution of the
Board of Trustees passed in June, 1917. To tud n
recommended for proficiency by the Command nt on
and one-half hours' credit will be given each sem t r.
tudents in the Military Department who d ire o
qualify as marksman, sharpshooter or expert with th
military rifle may join the College Rifle lub, thus
securing privileges of indoor and outdoor rang an
receiving 120 rounds of Krag ammunition a year. Thi
amount provides practice at 200 yards, slow fire, and at
3 0 and 500 yards, deliberate fire. Shooting is don
under the rules of the War Department.
LECTURES TO FRESHMEN

During the first two or three months of the college year
weekly lectures are given to new students by the Pr . ident of the College. The main problems of Colleg life
and work are discussed with an exposition of olleg
rules. Five or six lectures on the history of Kenyon
College terminate the course.

-

Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numerals
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B CCALAURE E DEGREES
of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Phil ph
ience are conferred upon the completion
philo ophical, and scientific co
r
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Final Honors

Honors at graduation are conferred in the ord r of r nk
upon students whose average grade for the entir
ur
1Y2 or higher. The names of honor men are announ
the Commencement exercises and are print d in
annual catalogue.
Students are graded in all subjects on the seal of
grad
standing for the highest rank or excellent work.
is required for passing. When the averag of aJl mark
the college course yields a result of 172 or 1 s, gradu
honors are awarded.
For a grade of 1 in any course an extra credit of on is allowed; thus, a grade of 1 in a three-hour cour
331 hours toward graduation.

, 1
f

f r
ti n
i th

The Phi Beta Kappa Society

At seventy-one American colleges and univer iti
ters of the Phi Beta Kappa Society are at pr nt t lished. The society was organized to encourag and
recognize excellence in scholarship, and high standing i
an essential condition for admission. The frat rnity
established the Beta Chapter of Ohio at Kenyon oll g
in 1858. Undergraduates may be elected at the end of
the Junior and of the Senior year.
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
Graduates of Kenyon College, or of some other in titution of equal standing, pursuing non-technical or nonprofessional courses in any accredited institution of learning, may be admitted as candidates for the degr of
Master of Arts by vote of the College Faculty.
ach
candidate shall be assigned to the oversight of m
member of the College or Seminary Faculty, who hall .
director and judge of his work. This work hall cons
of courses of graduate study closely related to the or
comprised in the curriculum of Kenyon oll g and
equivalent in amount to the studies of a full college year

KENYON COLLEGE

of fift n hours per week, and shall include the completion
an pr ntation of a thesis embodying the re ults of
thi work. This thesis shall be presented not later
ha May 15, and must be approved by the Director and
two oth r members of the Faculty.
Th f charged for the Master's degree is $25.00, of which
20.00 mu t b paid on admission as candidate and 5.00
a companying transmission of the thesis.
Thi d gr e may be also conferred honoris causa upon men
of goo
ttainments in literature, science, history or philoophy, who shall submit th s s or essays or published works
indi ativ of such attainm nts.
Further, this d gr may be conferred on graduat of
xl y Hall who ar graduates of Kenyon College or of some
other institution of qual standing, who shall fulfill the requir m nts r garding the th is as stated above and hall
ac ompany th transmission of the same with the payment
of th f
of $5.00.

HOODS

The Am rican intercollegiate system of academic
costume has been adopted. For the Bachelor's degree the
hood is black in color and not exceeding three feet in
length. It is of the same material as the gown and lined
with mauve silk, the College color. The binding or edging,
not more than six inches in width, is distinctive of the
faculty to which the degree pertains, as follows: Art.s,
white; Theology, scarlet; Law, purple; Philosophy, dark
blue; Science, gold yellow. The hood for the Master's
degree is the same shape as the bachelor's but one foot
longer. The Doctor's hood is of the same length as the
aster' , but has panels at the sides.
EXAMINATIONS

Final examinations are held at the end of each semester
and cover the work of the half year.
tuden are required to take final examinations in all
ubj c .
ny student absenting himself from such examina-
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tions is required to repeat the subject in cla
to make it up by examinations.

Since 1901 all examinations have be n h ld un
honor system, which has achieved excell nt r ul
following resolutions adopted by joint a tion f
and faculty describe the system:

1. A committee of seven men, repr ntin ah
of the student body and made up of thre S nior , wo
one Sophomore and one Freshman, shall b l c
first Assembly meeting of each year.
2. The duties of the committe shall b ( ) to dr
rules to govern the examinations of each year; (b) to inv
gate any case of suspected violation of th prin ipl of
Honor System, and to recommend to th Faculty for pulsion any student found guilty of such violation.
3. No instructor shall remain in the room wh r
inations, tests, or written lessons are being h Id, unl
Y
special request of the class; and,
That every student taking work in the Coll
shall
the following honor pledge, which shall b binding
II
examinations, tests, or written lessons, to-wit:
(Pledge.) In view of the introduction of the Honor
of examinations I pledge myself to support that sy m o
the utmost of my ability, and not only myself to ~ct in. ~c r pm • u
ance with what I conscientiously believe to b I
also to encourage others to do the same a~d trongly o di countenance any violation of it.

CONDITIONS
A student whose grade falls below the P ing
of 3, and is expressed by the mark of 4, i given an
tunity to remove the condition by p ing ano h .r
ination. Failure to pass this examination d pn ~
student of credit in the subject.
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Thi xamination for th r moval of conditions is held not
lat r than th middl of th following semest r.

RELIGIOUS SERVICES

prayers are aid daily in the olleg church.
ommunion is celebrated every unday at
half pa t ven in the morning and also at half past t n
n th fir t unday of the month. On aint ' ay the
oly
mmunion is eel brated at a quart r pa t nin in
th mornin . The choir is composed of ollege stud nt .
tud n ar r quir d to b pr nt at Morning Pray rs
v ry day and at th
hurch rvice on unday morning
and th chi f Holy Days.
Ev ry abs nc from or tardin
at Morning Prayers giv
on mark for ab nee, and very absenc from or tardin
at a hurch s rvic at which att ndance is requir d giv
two marks.
student is allowed thirty-five marks a sem ter,
and is susp nd d for the remainder of the semester if h exc eds
that numb r. No application for excuse on any ground whatv r is r c ived from the stud nt.

DISCIPLINE

Regularity in the performance of all College duties i
insist d upon, and any student who persistently neglects
his work is required to leave College.
The Faculty reserves the right to suspend or remove
any student whenever it believes that the interests of
the College require uch action.
ommittee of Seniors elected by the student body
assum the responsibility of maintaining discipline in the
Coll ge dormitori . It is the duty of this committee to
pr rve good order and to enforce the rule of Tru tees and
Faculty which strictly forbids the keeping of intoxicating
liquor on th College premises. The committee holds frem tings and meets once a month with the Presiden
oll g .
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EXPENSES
The necessary expenses of a student includin t
board, laundry, books and all College fees amount
rule to between one hundred and fifty to two hundr
dollars for each semester. A list of the College f foll w
Entrance fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 O
Tuition, per annum .............. ................. 76
Incidental fee, per annum .................... ..... 10 O
Library and Reading Room, per annum . . . . . . . . . . . . .
00
Gymnasium fee, per annum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Room rent, per annum ................... $20 00 to 60
Heat, per annum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 00 to 0 00
Diploma fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 O
For laboratory courses in the departments of ch m' try,
physics and biology, a fee of $6.00 a semest r is char d.
Each student must keep on deposit with th Tr ur r
$5.00 as security for damages. Any balance is r turn d at
the close of the year.
College dues are payable in two equal installrnen , on of
which is due near the beginning of each semester. Th following rule of the Board of Trustees regulates the paym nt:
All students are required to pay their term bills in advanc .
Any student whose term bill shall not have been paid within
two weeks after the date of its issue from th Tr asurer'
office will be suspended from all College privil g until
payment has been made. If the bill shall remain unpaid a
the end of the semester, the suspension will become final.

DORMITORY ROOMS
Old Kenyon and Hanna Hall, the College dormitori
are handsome, convenient buildings, with the mo t
modem systems for heating and plumbing. The char
for rent and heat varies from $1 to $2 a week. The room
are heated by steam and are finished in hardwood.
Furniture must be provided by the student.
All students room in the College dormitories except upon
ign d
special permission from the President. Rooms are
from the President's office.
New students should apply for rooms at least v r 1
weeks before the opening of the College year.
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ond-hand furniture can often be bought to adv an tag
tudent who ar l aving College or through the up rint nd nt, John Park r, to whom inquiri s for furniture
should b addr s d.

THE COLLEGE COMMONS
y th co-operation of Tru tee and Alumni a College
mmon was op n d in 1912. ifts in June, 1915, from
amu I Mather, David Z. Norton, James H. Demps Y
nd William . Mather provided for the enlargement and
improv m nt of the ommons building. Dining and
lounging-rooms are now ample and attractive and the
ntir quipment is thoroughly modem. The ommon
furnish s excell nt board at cost and provides a ground of
m ting for all of the men in College.
11 tud nts ar r quired to pay a Commons f of 20 a
ter. Th price of board in addition to this fe i 3.50
a w k, payabl strictly in advance.
y action of the Board of Trustees all stud nts re ivin
cholarship concessions of any kind whatever are requir d to
board at the Commons.
m

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The literary societies, the Philomathesian, founded in
1827, and the Nu i Kappa, founded in 1832, are active!
maintained. Weekly meetings are held by both societies,
and one or more debates with other colleges are arranged
each year. Interest is further stimulated by the inter·
ociety debates for the Stires Prizes. By gifts from the
Alumni, the society rooms in Ascension Hall are hand·
somely finished in carved oak, with beamed and paneled
ceilings and elaborate window and door casings.
The student publications are the Collegian, which
appear three times a month during the college year, and
th Re "lle, published annually by the Junior clas.s.
The management of all athletic, musical, dramatic and
o her inter ts is vested in the Kenyon College Assembly,
he corporate organization of the student body.
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS, 1917-1918
SENIOR CLASS
WARREN HASKELL CATT, Scientific . .. .. . . . . 22 E.W., ld
ny n
Lima
FREDERICK BROWN DECHANT, Scientific . . ..... . E. w.,
nyon
Middletown
MARION DREXEL DOUGLASS, Classical . . . . . . . . . .
H 11
Mansfield
TODD MEARL FRAZIER, P hilosophical . .. .... 11 M. ., H nn H 11
Lima
CLIFTON KINGSLEY LOOMIS, Philosophical . .... E. w., ld
Medina
RICHARD WILLIAMS MAXWELL, Philo ophical . 5 . ., H nn H 1l
Mansfield
LEONARD MITCHELL, Philosophical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 y H 11
New Straitsville
WILLIAM VINCENT MUELLER, Classical .. ...... 2 •
Racine, Wis.
AYDEN ARBERT REMY, P hilosophical . ...... 52 M. D., Old
nyon
Mansfield
HAROLD BAKER SMITH, Scientific . . . ................. B xl Y Hall
Bedford
LUTHER HEISLER TATE, Classical . ......... 11 M. D ., Hann H 11
W aterloo, Iowa
THOMAS WETZLER WISEMAN, Scientific ..... . 21 E. w., Old
nyon
Lancaster

JUNIOR CLASS
LAFAYETTE ABBOTT, S cientific .. . ......... . 40 w. w., Old enyon
Lancaster
RALPH NELSON ANDREWS, Scientific . . . . . . 52 W. D., Old
nyon
Huntington, W. Va.
JAMES WHITCOMB BEACH, P hilosophical . . . .. 21 S. D., Hanna Hall
Coshocton
EUGENE GROVE CARPENTER, P hilo ophical .. . 38 • D., Hanna Hall
Kenton
JOSEPH EMERSON CARTER, Classical . ....... 51 1. D., Old
nyo
Cleveland
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Philo ophical ..... . 1 E. w., Old K nyon
Mt. V rnon
UDLEY, ci ntifi.c ......... . 2 E. w., Old K nyon
Wa hington, . C.
NN, Philo ophical . ....... 46 E. D., ld K nyon
T 1 do
ld K nyon

AR H

ND JAME

EVIN,

ld

BERT

Ry

nyon

K,

am i r
Philo ophical. ... 66 . D., ld K nyon
Ta oma, Wash.
OHLY,Philooplical .... 6 .D., ld n n
Tol do
LoVE, Philo ophical. ...... 26
Fr mont
THO
ical .............. . 32 M. D., ld K nyo
inslow, Arkansas
KIN TRY, Philo ophical ......... xley Hall
Chanute, Kans.
ARTER
T
ILLER, Philo phical . ...... 13 . D., Hanna Hall
Bay City, ich.
I PARKER, Philo ophical . ............. · · · · · · · ·
Gambier
EDLOW, Ph .lo ophical. . 52
. D., Old Ken o
Ravenna
IO ROWE, Philo opl ical .18
. D., Hanna lhll
Cincinnati
G RG
CHNEIDER, Pl ilosopl ical .27 f. D., Hanna Hall
Hartland, Wi .
AUL
HR EIBOLD,
ific ........... 51 . D., Old K o
t.
rnon
ID
LOYD • OOK, Ph 'lo ophical . ........ 59
Old Ken 0
Troy
OLLO
TEVE....
Philo phical .... . 37 . D., Hanna
Columbus
ILL,

w. .,
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FRANCIS WHARTON WEIDA, Scientific ......... . N. D., Hanna all
Gambier
TRUMAN PADDOCK YOUNG, Philosophical ... . 16 w. D., Old K nyon
Tiffin
SOPHOMORE CLASS
JAMES LAWRENCE BERKEY, Scientific ...... . 21 E. w., Old K ny n
Cleveland
ARTHUR LAWRENCE BOYD, Scientific ........ . 22 S. D., Hanna Hall
Sharon, Penna.
GEORGE LOUIS BRAIN, Classical . ........... 37 N. D., Hann
nll
Springfield
RUSSELL vANCE EASTMAN, Philosophical . ... 41 E. w., Id K nyon
Mt. Vernon
BARTON HENRY GRAVES, Philosophicl. ..... 60 w. w., Old
nyon
Toledo
JAMES HENRY GREGG, Philosophical . ...... .41 E. W., ld K nyon
Minneapolis, Minn.
KENNETH MERCER HARPER, Philosophical . . .42 E. w., Old K nyon
Mt. Vernon
WILLIAM ANDREW HENDERSON, Scientific . .. 66 w. D., Old K nyon
Zanesville
LFRED LEONARD HOHLFELDER, Scientific . ... 26 s. D., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
CHESTER JAMES HOLLEY, Philosophical . ..... 8 M. D., Hanna Hall
Martin's Ferry
ARTHUR ORRELL HOWARTH, Philosophical. . . 28 M. D., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
JOHN MARSHALL KNox, Philosophical . ...... 1 E. W., Old Kenyon
Lima
LLOYD LARKIN McCARTNEY, Scientific ...... . 22 S. D., Hanna Hall
Lakewood
JAMEs HERBERT MCMURRAY, Classical . .... 32 M. D., Old Kenyon
Marion
AMUEL LEWIS MARTIN, Classical ......... . 31 M. D., Old Kenyon
Marion
EDGAR BARTON READ, Scientific . ........... 31 M. D., Hanna Hall
Salem
JoHN FRANCIS SANT, Scientific ............... . S. D., Hanna Hall
East Liverpool
WILFORD SEITZ, Philosophical . ............ .47 E. D., Old Kenyon
Sandusky
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ARTHUR LESLIE SIDNELL, Philosophical . .... 19

M. D., Hann Hall
Cuyahoga Fall
GLEN PRESTON VINSON, Philosophical . ... .. 31 M. D., Hanna Hall
Lima
HAROLD GRAHAM WALTON, Scientific . . ........ E. W., Old K nyon
Gambier
WALTER FRANK WRIGHT, Scientific ........ . 28 E. D., Old K nyon
Lima
FRESHMAN CLASS
JOHN WILLIA~1 ANGER, Clas ical ............ . 2 S. D., Hanna Hall
Trenton
JOHN FALKNER ARNDT, Cla sical .......... . 18 N. D., Hanna Hall
G rmantown, P nna.
AUL HUGHES AVES, Scientific . ........... 59 W. W., Id K nyon
Galv ston, T xas
AAR
HARLES BENNETT, Classical ...... . 31 M. D., Hanna H II
Sharon, Penna.
ENNETT, Scientific . .............. 31 M. D., Hanna Hall
Sharon, Penna.
OSTER BR NCH, Philo ophical . ....... 5 S. D., Hanna Hall
Akron
Is c CURTIS BREWER, Philosophical. ..... 60 W. W., Old K nyon
Sandusky
WILLI
HEss BURNETT, Philo ophical .... . 42 E.W., Old K n ·on
Pittsburgh, Penna.
D VID LEE CABLE, Scientific . .............. 6 E. D., Old K nyo
New Philadelphia
WILL
COTTON TYHURST DAVIS, Philosoph 'cal . ..... .
15 W. D., Old Ken on
Youngstown
CARL FEE. EY, Scientific . ................. 51

W. D., Old Ken o
Mt. Vernon
HOWARD GR GER FISHACK, Philosophical . . 21 E.W., Old Ke on
Port Clinton
PHILLIPS BROOKS FRANKLIN, Classical . .... 10 M. D., Old Ke o
St. Johnsbury, Vt.
LEo SANFORD G TER, Philosophical. ...... . 2 E.W., Old Ken o
Muncie, Ind.
ARL TA1 BERY GEIS, Scientific . ............ 21 S. D., Hanna H
Zanesville
ILLI
WALLACE GRAHAM, Scientific . ... 2 S. D., Hanna Hal
East Cleveland
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ROBERT JOSHUA GUNN, Philosophical. ..... . 45 E. D., Old K nyon
Toledo
AUGUSTUS RICHARD ELSON JONES, Classical . . 25 E. D., Old K nyon
Pittsburgh, Penna.
LESTER CARSON KILGORE, Philosophical. .... 48 E. D., Old K nyon
St. Paul, Minn.
Louis DEAN KILGORE, Philosophical . ....... 50 E. D., Old K nyon
St. Paul, Minn.
LAD EDWARD KREJCI, Philosophical ....... . 28 E. D., Old K nyon
Cleveland
0 CAR ADAIR LASHLEY, Scientific . ......... 12 M. D., Hann H ll
SteubenviJle
EDWARD DAVIS MAIRE, Philosophical ...... . 41 E.W., Old K nyon
Grosse Pointe, Mich.
PAUL RUSSELL MAXWELL, Classical . ......... 5 s. D., Hanna
all
Mansfield
DONALD CHARLES MELL, Philosophical . ...... 5 S. D., Hanna H 11
Akron
FRANK ROWLAND MELVILLE, Scientific . ... 55 W. D., Old K nyon
Sandusky
HENRY RUBENS MOSSER, Classical . ........ 31 M. D., Old K nyon
Chicago, Ill.
ROBERT JAMES MURPHY, Classical . ........ 12 M. D., Old K nyon
Williston, N. Dak.
BERNARD CROMLEY NEWMAN, Classical .... . 55 W. D., Old Kenyon
Indiana, Penna.
s OLDS, Classical . ................... 14 W. D., Old Kenyon
Mt. Gilead
WILLIAM GALE PFLUM, Philosophical . ...... 27 E. D., Old Kenyon
Dayton
FRANZ EDWARD PHILIP SCHNEIDER, Philosophical . ........ .
27 M. D., Hanna Hall
Hartland, Wis.
JOHN GOODWIN SCHWARTZ, Philosophical ... . 27 E. D., Old Kenyon
Dayton
HERMAN SUKER SIDENER, Philosophical . .... 12 M. D., Hanna Hall
Steubenville
ERNEST VINCENT SIGGENS, Scientific . . ... ... . 25 S. D., Hanna Hall
Sandusky
lLLIAM JAMES STEWART, JR., Scientific . ... 38 N. D., Hann H 11
Kansas City, Mo.
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EVERETT BAILEY TAYLOR, Philosophical. ... . 13 N. D., Hanna H 11

Miamisburg
LE LIE EARL TREAT, Scientific .. . . .. ...... . 37 N. D., Hanna H 11

Cuyahoga Falls

K nyon
Mt. Washington
J EPII
URTIS WEAVER, JR., Philo ophical .. . 6 E. D., Old K nyon
Tol do
J
OB ARTHUR WELLER, Scientific . .. . ... . . 14 W. D., Old K nyon
Bucyrus
JOHN N UGEN WILKIN, Sci ntific .. . .. . .... . 39 W.W., ld K nyon
Clev land
RANDOLPH TOUGH y RXA, Philosophical . .. 40 w. w., Old K nyon
Minn apolis, Minn.
GE R E IKIRT ZOLLINGER, Scientific . ....... 34 W. D., Old K nyon
East Liv rpool
LAWRENCE TUGMAN, Philosophical. . . 33 W. D., Old

JAME

SPECIAL STUDENTS
NAPIER BERKEBILE ..•.............. 47 E. D., Old

0RRI

K nyon

Tol do
GREGORY FRENCH .................. . 25 E. D., Old

Kenyon

Elyria
G us JERPE ..................... 47 E. D., Old

JOHN

K nyon

Norwalk
HELLEY BRY

T JONES .................. 40

w. w., Old Kenyon

Marquette, Mich.
ALSH Mc

ILLI

EILL ..........•..... 27 E. D., Old

Kenyo

Dayton
INEO, A.B .. ................ 36 W. D., Old

YOSHIHARU

Kenyon

Tokyo, Japan
0 EPH EGLE MORROW ..................... 21

s. D., Hanna Hall

Bellevue
E UGE

EDWI

EALE, JR ............... 59

.

w., Old Kenyon

Wickliffe
HAROLD BERKELEY

TEELE .................. 5

. D. Hanna Hall

Mansfield
DI

o~ H

ELL

ELLS ..•............... 25 E . D., Old

Dayton

Ken o
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SUMMARY

Seniors . .... ...... . ...........................
Juniors .. ..... .. . . . ...........................
Sophomores. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Freshmen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Special Students ...............................

12
27
22
44
10

Total . . .................................. 115
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T HE EIGHTY-NINTH COMMENCEMENT
SUNDAY, J UNE 17

Morning Service-

rmon by the R v. G org P. Atwa r, ' 5
Ordination to th Diaconate by

Ev nino rvic - Ba calaur at
rmon by th R v. William F.
., Pr id nt of K nyon oll g .
ire , L. . .,
MO NDAY, J UNE 18

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
CLASS ORATOR
ALE

DER RANKIN

M KE H IE, '17

t. Paul, Minn.
LUMN I ORATOR
THE REV. AR.THUR

D n>ER, '95
Dayton

.B., '00 B

HONOR MEN
E VI CE T METCALF, Fir

LARE
HARLE

OWE

DAVID WILLI

Second

IS, JR.,

JEFFERSON MYERS,

Third

J

PHILIP

J
LEROY

OLCOTT

T

ERLAKE,

Sev ntl

EDWIN CAMPBELL MEEKER,

m

GTO

PILCHER,

Eighth

inth

EIGHTY-NINTH COMMENCEMENT

DEGREES CONFERRED
JUNE 18, 1917

BEXLEY HALL
BACHELOR OF DIVINITY
WILLIAM CLINTON SEITZ,

'15 A.B.

WALTER FREEMAN WHITMAN, A.B.

CERTIFICATES OF GRADUATION
(Without Hebrew)
'14 A.B.
'16 B.L.
ERIC MORRELL TASMAN, '14 B.S.
CHARLES THOMAS HULL,

NATHANIEL RUE HIGH MOOR,

KENYON COLLEGE
DEGREES IN COURSE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
FRANCIS BERTON SHANER
PHILIP WoLCOTT TIMBERLAKE
DONALD HUBERT WATTLEY
WILLIAM JAMES WHITE
CHARLES DAVID WILLIAMS, JR.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
CLARENCE VINCENT METCALF
OWEN JEFFERSON MYERS
EDWIN CHARLES WELCH

81
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BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY
FREDERICK REID CROSS
SAMUEL JOHNSTON DAVIES
ELRICK B. DAVIS
WALTER HENRY ENDLE
JAMES RUSHWORTH GOODWIN
HERBERT SPRAGUE HAMILTON
ALEXANDER RANKIN MCKECHNIE
MILTON GEORGE NICOLA
HERBERT TOWLE PERRIN
LEROY WASHINGTON PIL HER
JAMES ATLEE SCHAFER
JAMES WENDELL SOUTHARD

BACHELOR OF LETTERS
JAMES EDWIN CAMPBELL MEEKER
PHILIP EDWIN TWIGG

MASTER OF ARTS

'17 PH.B.
'15 A.B., '17 B.D.

LEXANDER RANKIN MCKECHNIE,
WILLI

CLINTON SEITZ,

HONORARY DEGREES
DOCTOR OF LAWS
CHARLES SUMNER HAMILTON, M.D.,

Columbus
JOSIAH KINGSLEY OHL, '84

New York City
JAMES McMAHON Cox

Governor of Ohio, Columbus, Ohio

'83

ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS

ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
THE GENERAL ASSOCIATION

President:
JUDGE JOHN JAY ADAMS, '79, Zanesville, Ohio
Vice-Presidents:
JOSIAH K. OHL, '84, New York City
JOHN B. LEAVITT, '68, New York City
WILLIS
TOWNSEND, '79, Columbus, Ohio

w.

Secretary and Treasurer:
ARTHUR L. BROWN, '06, The Diem and Wing Paper Co.,

incinn f

N ecrologist:
MATTHEW F. MAURY, '04, Philadelphia, Penna.
Executive Committee:
THE PRESIDENT
ALONZO M. SNYDER, '85
THE SECRETARY
CONSTANT SOUTHWORTH, '98
THE FmsT VICE-PRESIDENT
THE TRE UR
THE SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT
THE ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN OHIO

President:
FRANK H. GINN, '90, Cleveland

Secretary and Treasurer:
Roy H. HUNTER, '03, 929 Garfield Building, Cleveland
Historian:
FRANK H. GINN, '90, Cleveland

Executive Committee:
JAMES H. DEMPSEY, '82
ERNEST S. COOK,
THE REV. CHARLES C. BUBB, '99

2
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THE ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL OHIO

President:
JUDGE JOHN J. ADAMS, '79, Page Hall, O.S.U., Columbus
Secretary and Treasurer:
AUSTIN MCELROY, '09, Hartman Bldg., Columbus
THE ASSOCIATION OF CINCINNATI
AND VICINITY

President:
DR. ALBERT J. BELL, '95, Cincinnati
ARTHUR L. BROWN' '06,

Vice-President:
incinnati

Secretary and Treasurer:
HARRY L. GAYER, '15, Proct rand Gamble Co., Cincinnati
Executive Committee:
FLORIEN GI UQUE, '69
CONSTANT SOUTHWORTH, '98
DR. HENRY STANBERY, '96
ARTHUR J. LARMON, '06
THE ASSOCIATION OF THE EAST

President:
JOSIAH K. OHL, '84, Editor of the N. Y. Herald,
Herald Square, New York City
Vice-Presidents:
LEO W. WERTHEIMER, '99, Milford, Pike Co., Penna.
RoY H. HOSKINS, '01, 75 Sixth St., Long Island City, N. Y. C.
THO AS J. GODDARD, '03, 7 South St., New York City
THE REV. FR

Secretary and Treasurer:
KR. JONES, '01, Willard Parker Hospital,
Foot E. 16th St., New York City

THE PRESIDE T
THE VICE-PRESIDE T
THE ECRETARY

Executive Committee:
THE REV. CHARLES T. WALKLEY, '92
C. C. PHILLIPS, '05
MALCOLM C. PLATT, '0

ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS

5

THE ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO

President:
L. M. PEASE, '04, 827 Railway Exchange Bldg., Chicago
Secretary and Treasurer:
FREDERICK W. CARR, '09, The Christian Science Monitor,

hi a

THE ASSOCIATION OF PITTSBURGH

President:
JOHN A. HARPER, '60, Pittsburgh
Vice-President:
LEVI H. BURNETT, '96, Pittsburgh
Secretary and Treasurer:
CHARLES C. HAMMOND, '03, Columbia National Bank, Pittsbur h

THE ASSOCIATION OF TOLEDO

President:
THE HON. JAMES K. HAMILTON, LL.D., '59, Toledo
Secretary:
THE REV. LOUIS E. DANIELS, '02 Bex., Toledo
Treasurer:
J. C. LOCKWOOD, '04, 212 Gardner Bldg., Toledo
THE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA

President:
THE REV. CHARLES HENRY ARNDT, '89, Germantown, Penna.
Vice-President:
WILLIAM BUDD BODINE, JR., '90, Philadelphia
Secretary and Treasurer:
MATTHEW F. MAURY, '04, 900 Land Title Building, Philadelphi

.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF W SHINGTON, D. C.

Pre id nt:
TH

ATTHEW TRI rnLE, '60, Wahington, D.

HON.

c.

er tary and Trea ur r:
J.

THE REV.

T

.

, 1736

I ION, '

t., N. W., Wa hington, D. C.

E AS OCI TION OF PUGET SOUND

Pr ident:
. H

MA

N,

ttl

'09,

-Pr id nt:
, 'O , Edmond

L.
R Y

THO

D

T.

'02,

GILLETTE, '11,

WEAR!

ttl
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KENYON COLLEGE HONOR ROLL
JANUARY, 1918
Lafayette Abbott, '19, Aviation, Signal Corps.
Kenneth T. Adams, '12, Lieut., U.S.N.R., Navigating ffi r.
Maurice B. Adams, '15, 1st Lieut., Inf., Camp Dodg , low
Oscar S. Adams, '96, 1st Lieut., Engin er Offic rs R rv
orp .
Clarence James Ader, '17, Corporal, Motoriz d H avy rtill ry
Camp Sheridan, Ala.
Donald· G. Allen, '17, Pvt., Lakeside Ho p. nit, M d.
Corps Genl. Hosp. No. 9, British Exp dit!onary For in
Frank A. Allen, '20, Lieut., 4th Machin Gun att'n., 2nd
Ray Dudley Avery, '09, Capt., 2nd Ohio Infantry.
Charles M. Aves, '04, Capt., Fort Bliss, T xas.
William L. Aves, '13, Pvt., Hdq. Co. 315 Eng., 90th iv.
Louis Bacon, '09, Capt., School of Fire, Camp oniph n For ill,
Okla.
John H. Baird, '13, 1st Lieut., Med. Res. Corps, Baltim
Guy W. Baker, Jr., '16, Pvt., Co. B, 4th Batt., 20th En .
Univ.
Rex J. Ballard, '16, 2nd Lieut., Inf., O.R.C., Camp h rman,
Harry C. Benson, '77, Colonel, and Acting dj.-G nl.,
of the Pacific, San Francisco, Calif.
H. McC. Billingsley, '04, Inf., Res. Off. Tr. Camp, Pr idio, lif.
William J. Bland, '10, Capt., Inf., O.R.C. ( cting
ajor) 356 h
Inf., Camp Funston, Kans.
Robt. W. Blessing, '20, 2nd Lieut., U.S.A., Inf., Camp Gr n, . C r.
John Dean Boylan, '13, 1st Lieut., M.R.C., U. . .
Timothy Whitlaw Bradley, '16, Aviation Corp , Urbana, Ill.
Geo. Louis Brain, '20, Seaman 1st Class, U.S. .R.F. Cl
4, o
Defense.
Carl Richard Brick, '18, Coxswain, U.S.N.R.F., exican P rol.
Geo. T. Brister, '14, Pvt., Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Arthur L. Brown, '06, Pvt., Home Guards, C. Co., incinna i, hio.
Birch L. Brown, '16, 2nd Lieut., F.A., O.R.C., Camp h rman, hio.
Chas. L. Browne, '07, 1st Lieut., Eng. R.C., now in Fran .
Walter C. Brucks, '16, Pvt., Inf., Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Emmanuel G. Brunner, '15, Mess Sergt., Co. A, 322 ach. Gun
Batt.
The Rev. Bates G. Burt, '01, Y.M.C.A. ar ork Camp
Battle Creek, Mich.

1
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H. Cable, '11, Pvt., 1st Class and Acting Corporal, Ambulanc
Co., No. 146, Camp h ridan, Ala.
Ray Callin, '17, Corporal, Co. A, 308th Regt., Eng., Camp Sherman,
Ohio.
Frank A. Carr, '16, R gt. Supply Sergt., 331st Inf., Supply Co.,
Camp Sh rman, Ohio.
F. . Cartm 11, '10, 2nd Li ut., 147th Inf., Camp heridan, Ala.
Warr n H. Catt, '18, Pvt. (for training as offic r), Aviation c. of
ignal Corp .
J. J. Ch t r, '19,
rg ant, Div. Hdq. Troop, 37th Div., Camp
heridan, Ala.
Fr d G. Clark, '13, 1 t Li ut., Ordnanc Officer R s rve Corp .
J. . Cl m nts, '17, 1st Offic rs Training Camp, Fort B nj. Harri on.
Ro rt C. lin , '16, M.R.C., Bas
pital No. 26.
u n Clo , '20, Ensi n, U .. N.R. .C.
W l r T. ollin , '03, Major of Inf., . . , 168th D pot Brig., Camp
h rm n, Ohio.
Thom
o to k, '20, Naval viation School, Akron.
udr
ook, '16, 1 t Li ut., 330th Inf., amp Sherman, Ohio.
rn
. Cook, '12, 1 t Li ut., 329th Inf., amp h rman, Ohio.
d rick . Coop r, '09, 1st Lieut., mb. Co. 344, anitary, Ro kf ord
nal, Ill.
arr n . orning, '12, 1 t Li ut., Bas S c. o. 1, P. 0. 701, Am.
Exp d. For
in Franc .
Rob rt . raig, '17, Li ut., Inf., Camp h rman, Ohio.
Ian Crawford, '13, 1 t Li ut., Camp Dix, . J.
Th R v. 0. F. Crawford, '13, B.D., Lieut. of Inf., N.A.
Fr d rick
id Cr , '17, 1 t Lieut., F . ., Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
Leland H. Danforth, '18, 1st Lieut., Inf. (Co. H, 344th Inf.) Camp
Grant, Ill.
amu 1 J. Davi , '17, Ensign, U.S.N.
Elrick B. Davis, '17, Corporal, Company Clerk, Co. E, 62nd Inf.,
R. ., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Trayton . Da · , '18, Pvt., M.R.C., Base Ho pital o. 22.
Alfr d Day, Jr., 2nd Lieut., achine Gun Batt., Co. B, 134th, Camp
heridan
a.
Ern
C. D mp y, '12, 1 t Lieut., 323rd L.A., Camp Sherman,
Ohio.
. Paymaster (En ign), U. . .R.F., B ton,
own , '09, 1

Illinoi Artillery, Houston, Texas.
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Ernest A. Duncan, M.D., '06, Capt., Med. Res. Corp, Camp
dy,
Deming, N. Mex.
H~rry A. Dunn, '~2, 1st Lieut., 330th Inf., Camp h rman, hi .
Wilbur V. Dunn, 17, Sergt., F.A., Mexican border, D ., 17.
Wm. Kenneth Edwards, '19, 37th Headquarters Tro p
mp
Sheridan, Ala.
'
Thomas Thorpe Ellsworth, '18, Seaman 2nd Cla , N val lyin
Corps, Boston, Mass.
•Walter H. Endle, '17, Supply Sergt., 329th Regt., N . . D' d,
8, 1917.

Carl L. Erb, '17, 2nd Lieut., 332nd Inf.
W. W. Faben, '18, Pvt., 329th Inf., Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Arthur Douglass Farquhar, '10, Aviation Corps in Italy.
Thomas L. Ferenbaugh, M.D., '05, (Capt.?) Army ur on.
Edson W. Forker, '16, Seaman 2nd Class, N.R.F., Cap May,
The Rev. Abner L. Fraser, '80, Chaplain, 4th Ohio Natl. u rd.
Hume M. Fraser, '17, Hospital Guard, Ohio Natl. Guard.
Robert Miller Fulwider, M.D., '08, 1st Lieut., M.O.R. .,
Hospital, Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Paul Gaines, '16, (branch of service unreported).
amp
William H. Galberach, '18, Corporal, Co. F, 329th
Sherman, Ohio.
Lewis C. Gilger, '15, Am. Army Ambulance, Fr nch Div. no
front in France.
Wi1liam Carroll Gilger, '17, American Army Ambulan , Fr nch
Div., at the front in France.
Raymond C. Gillette, '11, Washington Coast Artill ry, (mov d to
Seattle, new application pending).
Roy DesForges Gillon, '15, 1st Lieut., U.S.N.G., 148th Inf., 74 Bri .,
37th Div., Camp Sheridan, Ala.
Wiley W. Glass, '13, 1st Lieut., 317th Regt., Inf., Camp Lee, Va.
Guy D. Goff, '88, Major, U.S.A., Judge Advocate General.
Alan G. Goldsmith, '11, Capt., Inf., U.S.R., Div. Hdq., Camp h rman ,Ohio.
Jas. R. Goodwin, '17, 1st Class Pvt., Aviation Corps, Hemp ad,
New York.
W. S. Gordon, '19, 2nd Lieut., Inf., Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Alfred H. Granger, '87, Capt., Eng., now in France.
Harold H. Green, '20, American Red Cross Transport
rvi
in
France.
John W. Gregg, '18, Ordnance Sergt., Ordnance D pt., Camp
Clellan, Ala.
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Franc , in

J.

Univ r ity

y.
, T xas.

arin ,

William . J nkins, Jr., '14,
Grant, Ill.
H. tanl y John on '13, Li ut., 151st F. ., 42nd Div., A.E.F.,
Franc .
Hom r . ohn ton, '17, viation Corps, probably in France.
B. F. Jon
'06, Pvt., Co. D, 23rd Eng., Camp M ade, d.
Chari
ar on Jordan, '1 , 2nd Lieut., 322nd F . ., N . ., Camp
h rman, Ohio.
arl E.
rb r, '20 ergt., Inf. Camp herman, Ohio.
harl E. Kind r, '16, Volun r, French Camion, now in France.
illiam R. Kinder 4 olunteer, Fr nch Camion, now in France.
Arthur . ·ng, '16, F.A., 112th Ammunition Train, Camp heridan
Ala.
urti
·nn y, '10, Li ut., viation D pt. British Army.
illiam H nry Ki , Jr., 09 1 t Lieut., 330th Inf., Camp herman,
hio.
Gr at Lak
viation

rvice, O.R.
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Irvin J. Koehnline, '13, 1st Lieut., 324th Regt., H avy •
amp
Sherman, Ohio.
Alfred Leigh Langtry, '14, Seaman, 2nd Clas ,
v 1
Reserve Service
John Larcomb, '16, in training for Ordnance D pt.
Keith Francis Lawrence, '12, 1st Training Camp Fort
njamin
Harrison.
'
Laurel Joseph Leake, '18, Sergt., Med. D pt., 305th · l
302nd Sanitary Train, Camp Upton, Long Island N.
William Wood Leonard, '18, Pvt., Med. Sec. U. of P. U~it, '
ary forces in France.
Addison C. Lewis, '18, 2nd Lieut., Inf. O.R.C., Camp h rm n, hi .
Morris V. Liepman, '19 (Sergt.?) Battery D, 1st Kan . F . .
Wendell C. Love, '19, Aviation Section.
C. C. Lowry, '18, Seaman, U.S.N.R., ov rs as.
Kenneth F. Luthy, '08, Royal Flying Corps, Briti h rmy.
Malcolm I. MacGregor, '18, Pvt., Co. A, Machin Gun n., 2 h,
Regt., Camp Custer, Battle Creek, Mich.
Geo. H. MacNish, '03, Officers Training Camp, Fort Nia
Clitus H. Marvin, Jr., '11, 2nd Lieut., F.A.
David T. Matthews, '20, Pvt., Artillery, Camp h ridan, Al .
Edwin P. Matthews, Jr., '18, 2nd Lieut., H Co., 14 W. Inf.
Camp Sheridan, Ala.
Fitch-James Matthews, '13, 2nd Lieut., Inf., 7th Trainin
Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Matthew F. Maury, '04, U.S.N.R.F., Special duty, 4th aval
Pierre B. McBride, '18, Co. A, 112th U.S. Engin rs, Camp h idan, Ala.
Lawrence K. McCafferty, '12, Lieut., Med. Corps, Washington,
Lloyd L. McCartney, '20, Seaman, U.S.N.R.F.
Charles F. McGuire, Jr., '19, 1st Sergt., Sec. 508, U.S. . mbulan
Service, Allentown, Penna.
Alexander R. McKechnie, '17, Pvt. and Acting Corp., Co. , 5 h
Inf., Camp Greene, N. Car.
J.E. Campbell Meeker, '17, 2nd Lieut., Camp Sheridan, Al
Douglas Grant Meldrum, '18, 1st Lieut., Inf., 158 D pot Bri ., Camp
Sherman, Ohio.
Robert Clarkson Millspaugh, '11, 2nd Lieut., Inf., U. .R. ord
to France.
. .
.
Di'
Winston v. Morrow, '08, Pvt., 308th Ammumtion Tram, 3
N.A., Camp Sherman, Ohio.
R. E. Morton, '16, Ensign (Asst. Paymaster), U.S. aval R rv ·
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Milton G org Nicola, '17, mbulanc driv r in Franc , T. L .,
626
.C.M., Paris, Franc .
rrall, '14, Corporal, Quart rmast r's Corp ,
ditionary Fore in Franc .
' ourk , Jr., '17, 1 t Li ut., Camp Sh lby, Hatti bur ,
la.
5th

aval Flyin

aman,

of the

dj.-

nnapolis, J. f d.
o. 25.

, 1 t Lieut., 146th Field Ho pita}, fed. Off.
d.,

., Camp

rgt., 112th R gt. U. . Eng., Camp
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Allen D. Sapp, '18, Pvt., O.E.C.N.A., Rock Island Ar
James Atlee Schaofer, '17, Ordnance Sergt., Augusta
Edward R. Seese, '17, Corporal, Co. C, 313th Eng., N.A.,
venworth, Kans. (or Camp Dodge, Iowa).
Frank Shoffstall, Jr., '17, Pvt., 1st Class, Aviation S c.,
ff.
Res. Corps.
Kingdon T. Siddall, '11, Capt., 136th M.G. Bn., Camp
James Madison Smith, M.D., '05, 1st Lieut., M.R.C.
William Philip Smith, '20, U.S. Naval Corps.
J. Wendell Southard, '17, Asst. Paymaster (Ensign),
Reserve.
Constant Southworth, '98, Capt., Inf., N.A., Camp Sh rm n, hio.
John D. Southworth, '11, Medical Unit in Franc .
Rufus Southworth, '00, Capt., Med. Res. Corps, B
o p. o. 2 ,
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
Wm. Thurman Sprague, '13, Gas Defense S rvic , W
mp
Henry Stanbery, '96, 1st Lieut., O.M.R.C., Bas
Sherman, Ohio.
Harold B. Steele, '21, Aviation, Signal Corps, San ntonio, T x
Rollo W. Stevens, '19, in training for Aviation. Died Januar
1918.

Frank H. Stewart, '17, Aviation.
George W. Stober, '16, Medical Enlisted R rve Corp .
The Rev. Gilbert P. Symons, '07, War Work in English
Matthew B. Tayler, Jr., '14, 2nd Lieut., Inf., U.S. .
Alfred Kingsley Taylor, '06, 1st Lieut., Machine Gun o., 307th
Inf., N.A., Camp Upton, L. I., N. Y.
Arthur S. Thompson, '08, 1st Lieut., 324th Heavy F . ., amp
Sherman, Ohio.
Joe R. Thompson, '20, Med. Corps, Long Island, . Y.
William Laban Thompson, '14, Lieut., Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Edwin W. Thorn, '19, 2nd Lieut., Inf., Hdqrs. Co. 331 t Inf., amp
Sherman, Ohio.
Robert A. Thurstin, '10, 1st Lieut., 308th Eng., Camp Sh rman Ohio.
Robt. M. Tilden, '18, 2nd Lieut., Inf., Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Harold Tillinghast, '10, 135th L.A., Camp Sheridan, Ala: . .
James S. Todd, '18, Chief Petty Officer, N. Y. aval ilitia.
J. Stafford Trottman, '16, 1st Class Yeoman, U.S. .R.F._
Philip E. Twigg, '17, Sergt., Base Hosp. No. 23, Am n n E
ditionary Forces, somewhere in France.
Charles Edward Upson, '07, 2nd Lieut.
m.
Lak
Donald Hubert Wattley, '17, Seaman, 2nd Cla , Gr
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The Rev. Wallace H. Watts, '00, Army Chaplain, 9th Inf., Laredo,
T xas.
Jo ph Curtis Weaver, Jr., '21, Ohio Natl. Guard.
Edwin C. Welch, '17, Ensign, U.S.S. Chicago, Flagship Atlantic,
Submarine Force.
Griswold B. Werner, '19, Seaman, U.S.N.R.F.
John Adams Wickham, '13, Capt. Commanding 9th Co., 3rd Tr.
Bn., D p. Brig., Camp Devens, Mass.
A. Blak sl White, Jr., '10, 1st Lieut., Ordnance Off. Res. Corp ,
U.S. Govt. Storekeper, Morgan Engineering Co., Alliance, Ohio.
Dale Whit , '19, Ensign, Naval Aviation Detachment, Goody ar
Tir & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
Alfr d Brook Williams, '20, U.S. Naval Res rve.
harl s D. Williams, Jr., '17, Flight Ensign, Naval Aviation D tach·
m nt, Akron, Ohio.
Atl Wis , '17, Corporal, Artillery, 134th Regt., Camp Sheridan,
la.
Mark Wis man, '10, 1st Lieut., Sanitary Corps, U. S. N. A., Camp
ix.
Rob rt C. Wis man, '13, 2nd Lieut., 507th Servic Batallion, en
rout to France
Earl M. Wood, '18, Reg. Supply Sergt., 329th Inf.
Howard B. Wright, '02, Ordnance Dept., Washington, D. C.
Walter Wright, '20, Seaman, U.S.N.C.R.D.
Donald Worthington, '17, 1st Class Pvt., Field Hosp., Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Thomas E. Yerxa, '19, 1st Class Petty Officer, Machinist's Mate,
now at Aviation School, Minneapolis, Minn.
Frederick P. Young, '19, in France with Rainbow Division.
Roy Zeman, '20, Sergt., 112th U.S. Engineers, Camp Sheridan, Ala.
Fred H. Zinn, K.M.A., Major of Inf., Commanding 9th Training
Battalion, Camp Sherman, Ohio.

Total number of men reported in service . . . . . . . . . 222
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PUBLICATIONS
The Kenyon College Bulletin is issued quarterly by th Coll
Numbers include catalogues of the collegiate and th ological d partments, alumni address lists and accounts of proceedin at
mencement. Copies may be obtained on addressing th offi of th
President.
The Kenyon Book, edited by the late President of K nyon Coll
the Rev. William B. Bodine, D.D. This octavo volum of ov r 400
pages contains a large amount of interesting and important histori 1
matter and is illustrated with numerous views. Copi can b obtained on remitting $1.50 to the Treasurer of Kenyon Coll
Songs of Kenyon. Alfred K. Taylor, '06, Editor. This volum
contains about 150 songs distinctive of Kenyon Coll ge, mo t of
which were composed by Kenyon men. This book is handsom ly
gotten up and contains a number of attractive views of th Coll g
buildings. Copies can be obtained on remitting $2.00 to the Treasur r
of Kenyon College.
The Reveille, is the annual publication of the student body. Th
business manager of the '18 Annual is Carter S. Miller, '19.
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